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WHAT CAMERA SAW
WAS NOT TABLEAU

PADUCAH. KY..111114100frip.EVENIN
G, MAY
WEATHER FORECAST.

Flash Light Exploded When
He Took Party Group.
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One Patrolman Found "Asleep at the
Switch" Was Suspended-Others
Are Warned.

Somebody Wants First District
Delegation. But Who
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., 7.--_. . t .t"11.....e.-=,--

GUESTS
PATROLMEN ARE TRANSFERRED.

If the camera caught Net what
happened when Mr. Lyman Ware, of
Covington, tried to take a flash-light
of a party in the parlor of Mrs.
0.
Bowyer's home, 1209
Jefferson
street, last night, it will be a pictur
e
worth preserving. Mr. Ware, sans
eyebrows, hair and cuticle of the face,
is swathed in bandages today,
and
Mrs. Bowyer's parlor windows are
minus their usual adornments of
lace
curtains. Other damage consisted
of
nervous shocks sustained
by the
guests and minor injuries to the
photographic outfit.
The flash-light explosion
went
wrong.
Mr. Ware is ao enthusiastic amateur photographer and his sugges
tion to take the party was receiv
ed
with delight.
He grouped the guests artistically
and, commanded them to hold their
position a moment.
Then he touched off the powder
.
The usual flare
was accompanied
with an explosion and a shooting
flame, that caught the curtains and
ran to the top of them like a fiery
monkey.
Mr. Ware was blinded by the
flash, but willing hands tore down the
blazing curtains and eager
feet
stamped out the fire. Then the photographer's Injuries were attended to.
But the tatileau was ruined.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

HEAR WILLIAM SMILE.

Acting Night Chief Gives Instructions to Them.

Mr. Lyman 'Ware Is Minna Eyebrows
and Hostess' Lost Her Curtains in the Blase.
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(COPS MUST OBEY
"MOVE ON" ORDER
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Smithland Says It May Be Holt,
or
Franks, or Willson-Same Condition Here.

SCHEME FOR NO INSTR
UCTION.

RAIN

Paducah patrolmen while on duty
will have to keep moving or
suffer a
SmIthland, Ky., May 31. (Special)
Rain tonight folawed by clearing suspension or discharge from the
-There is a movement, the
source
force.
during Saturday and cooler Saturd
This is the order given out
of which is carefully
ay
elk
concealed, on
night. Highest tem perut ure yester- from police headquarters, and Chief
foot here to send an
uninstructed
of Police James Collins
day, 70: lowest today, 63.
intends to
delegation to the Republican
state
enforce it.
convention at Louisville June
19. By
Several weeks ago a Paducah
some it is said the movem
paent is in
CITY IN DANGER.
trolman was ill, but still
"sticking
interect of Judge W.
Canton, May 31.-Ten thousH. Holt.
it out." He went into a manufa
cturOthers say Mr. Franks is
and rebels are reported marching
to be the
ing plant aad reported in at 2 a.
recipient of whatever votes
m.
on Swatow, an important seaof LivSitting in a chair for a few
moingsto
n
county may be
port. Unwarned of danger the
gotten
ments he dozed off to sleep, and was
to
Louisville free from instru
city is said to be on the verge
ctions,
found by Roundstnan Emil Gouri
of
eux
while among the friends
capture. The news was brought
of Hon A.
and laid off for three days.
E. Willson it Is intimated
here by couriers, The report has
that this
"I have been instructed to give
...
county
is
loyal to him, but it is bad
greatly alarmed residents here.
you these orders," Roundsman
Gourpracti
ce to bind the delegates
-----"-••••-•.-•••-•
with
leux stated last night while
night
Instructions, The only ones,
1itikaa.
Amoy, China, May 31.-Thirty
apparchief, "and they are from Chief
ently desiring to send an
Colthousand rebels hi Fokien provInstructed
lins with instructions to me
to see
delegations are the-friends
ince have joined the revolt
of A. E.
that they are enforced. You
.
are
Willso
to
n's
candidacy.
Troops were dispatched to a
keep moving on your beat, and
.rn.t
any
N\\Ns
point 40 miles south of this city
one caught sitting down will be
susSame Condition Here.
where the rebels are encamped.
pended or discharged from the servInvestigation, following the
receipt
ice.",
of the dispatch from Smithl
TRACTION HORROR.
and, deGradually the rules governing the
-Osbo
rn
in
Milwau
velops
kee Sentinel.
the fact, that the same situaElyria, 0., May 31.- Deaths
force have become more string
ent
tion exists in McCracken
from collision of two traction
county, and,
during the past several weeks, and
reports received from elsewh
ears here yesterday now number
ere, infrom indications reform is being
indicate
that
seven, three more having died in
the plan
covers the
augurated.
whole
First congressional district.
the hospitals. Seven others are
Patrolmen Transferred.
McCracken county is almost
seriously injured and one is dysolidPatrolmen were transferred genly for A. E. Willson, and those
ing. Motorman Fuerdiener was
who
erally last night as follows: Patrol
advocate an uninstructed delega
arressted this morning and is in
tion
men Clark and Howell, of the north
add
that
jail, charged with manslaughter.
they are for Willson, but
side, transferred to South Third
they favor the utmost freed
om to
street
beat;
Patro
lmen
Moor and
HARD TO SECURE BOATS
BIG PENALTY.
Meet Here to Diseuss Legisla- Nominated far Governor ati Record of Engineer's Office the delegates in the convention.
Wood, from the Third street to
the
Those, who are known to be
FOR OUTING ON FOURTH.
Austin, Tex., May 31.-Penalfriendly
north side beat; Patrolmen Ferguson
tion and Plan for First Dis- State Convention of Party at I Showing Permits Issued for to the candidacy of Mr. Willson, are
ties, totalling almost five and
and Prince from Broadway to KenTransportation facilities lacking.
ardently in
one-half millions, tier demanded
of instructing for
tucky avenue beat; Patrolmen Shelby
trict Educational Association Louisville Today is Well I New Structures and Repairs him and forfavor
the Knights of Pythias may not hold
by the state officials in the antiCapt. Ed Farley, west
and
Brenn
an
from
Kentu
cky avenue
their Fourth of July celebration at
Kentucky's candidate for state treastrust ouster penalty suit against
Meeting.
Us the Broadway heat.
Known in Ps,duc ih.
in This City.
Owen's cave on the Cumberland
urer. and It is a bit difficult for
the Waters-Pierce Oil company.
them
river, as planned. Efforts to secure
to understand how anybody else
can
PATROLMAN ROUSE'S MOTHER
boats to handle the crowds have provbe for. him and yet not wish
PRESIDENT APPEARS,
to give
Dues
AT
VIRGI
NIA HOME. THOSE WHO
en unsuccessful so far, but the comHillidale, Mich., May 31-Prete
ARE ATTENDING. TO PROHIBIT MANUFACTURE. SHOWS SLIGHT FALLING OFF. him the irstruettons of the county.
mittee in charge of the celebration,
ident Roosevelt, en route to Lan.
Reports from other First distric
t
Patro
lman
Jacob Rouse was called
has not finished its work. Negotiacounties show that in each county
King, arrived here early this
,
to Virginia last night by a telegram
tions are on now with the Dick Fewmorning. Before reaching here,
the advocates of uninstructed deleannouncing the death of his mother.
ler and the Kentucky. The excursion
Today county sahool superintendthe president , appeared tin the
Louisville, Ky., May 31.- The
Building dperations in May were gations declare for whatever candiNo
detail
s
of
her
death
were, re- ents of the First congressional
steamer Louisiana could not be seplatform at several places and
dis- state Prohibition convention adopted not as heavy as in April, judging by date appears strongest, but oppose
ceived.
cured. There is a great demand for
trict are meeting in the office of resolutions today asking
greeted crowds. which aseenibled
for an the permits issued from the city en- giving him instructions.
steamboats on July Fourth, but the
County Superintendent S. J. Billing- amendment to the Kentucky
to see him,
The coincidence indicates that
consti- gineer's office, though the volume is
ton at the county court house. Sev- tution, prohibiting the
Idea of having a celebration at the
Lansing, Mich., May 31.
manufacture still large enough to keep nearly all some underhanded scheme is on foot
cave and attractive surrounding coun
eral matters pertaining to legislation of liquor in the state.
President Roosevelt arrived at
of the meehanics in the city- employed. by someone to control the First con10 o'clock and was escorted to
try, will not be abandoned until It is
for the betterrnent of county schools,
The Rev. L. Ie Pickett, of Wilmore, Eighteen permits were Issued, call- gressional district delegation, get it
the capitol, where he held a reC being discussed, and a program Ky., a Methodist evangelist,
Impossible to secure boats to reach
was ing for an estimated expenditure of to Louisville uninstructed and then
ception. Later he addressed
tht destination.
arranged for the First Ms- nominated for governor and the Rev. $16,01'5. The usual routine of houses swap it for whatever he wants.
l trict
is being
members of the legislature. AfEducational association at May- .1. D. Hocker, of Owensboro, for lieu- are found in this month's permits,
Since the scheme has been exposed
ter luncheon he went to the agfield on Thanksgiving day. Those in tenant governor.
flats, store buildings, additions and there seems to be no longer any danPATIENTS ACCUSE EX-OFFICIAL.
ricultqral college, where he deattendance are S. J. Billington, Mcresidences both small and large. Fred ger of its success.
livered an address to the graduCracken; W. D. Dodge, Graves;
Metzger secured the largest permit,
Former Superintendent of Poor Farm
Well
Ka0W1
1
Here.
Eithe
r Most Atrocious Murder Charles Fergus
ating class.
The nominee for governor recently to build a residence on the Mayfield HOPE FOR CLEMENCY
on. Livingston; NanIs Indicted at Peoria.
TO GIRL
or Most Remarkable Suicide nie Catlett, Caldwell; John P. Paris. assisted the Rev. Peter Fields in a road at a cost of $2,500. Mrs. Jessie
Crittenden; L. A. L. Langston, Cal- revival at the Third Street Methodist Coleman has started a new flat build- Plea for Helen Dixon
OPEN NEW LAND.
Peoria. May 31.-Frank Watson,
To 111. Present.
in History of Police Brought loway; Charles Jones, Marshall.
Winnipeg, May 81.- The
church.
ing at Sixteenth street and Broadway
who was discharged recently from
ed .at Bloomington Tomorrow.
Canadi
an government will open
to cost, on the face of the permit, $2,the superintendency of the poor farm
to Light by Find.
for settlement June 1 about a
400. The Paducah Brewery company
OAKLAND CHURCH RALLY
was indicted here today on testiBloomington, Ill., May- 31.- ForBURGLARS AT WICKLIFFE
quarter of a million acres of
money to the effect that he has atWILL BE ALL DAY AFFAIR made an addition to its plant, cost- mal apple:at:on for a modification
BREAK INTO TWO STORES
of
land set aside for Doukhabon. iii
ing $2,000. Five other permits call the sentence of
tacked women patients of the farm.
Helen Dixon, accused
Wickliffe, Ky., May 31.-(Special)
1899.
Entrie
expend
for
s
must he made in
itures of over one thous- of embezzling church
Oakland or. the Benton road will
Evidence was
presented
ENGINEER IS UNDER ARREST. --Burglars broke
showing
organ funds,
into Webster's sa- be the
person at Yorktown. Saiikatchethat several attacks on women had
scene Saturday of an all-day and dollars, each, and are for resi- probably will be presented
loon
Friday,
and
drug
a
store
night
before church rally. The
wan, between June 1 and July 8.
heeu made. Watson was arrested by
Rev. W.-.T. Bolling, dences in various sections of the city. and there is strong hope that her
lase, by forcing the rear doom They
The
rest
of
the
of
permit
the
s
are
senten
for
Broad
"gun
the federaleguthorities in Davenport.
ce to the penitentiary will be
way Methodist church,
secured $5 and some whisky and cigwill preach and he will be assisted by barrel" houses and small residences. changed to confinetnent in
Cincinnati, May 31.--The most ars
JAM' PURCHASE.
Iowa, today because he deposited
the jail,
from the saloon and $1.50 from
several other preachers. Lunch wIll
atrocious murder or the Most reSeattle, May 81.-ReprementMiss Dixon is now receiving femini
three $1,004) bills in as many banks,
the drug attire. There is no clew.
ne
be taken to the ground.
markable suicide in the annals of
log the government of Japan and
callers daily, leading society
THOUGHT IT BIRTHDAY
but was discharged.
and
several of the largest manufacCincinnati police history was discovBECAUSE CELEBRATED ,iub women having interested themturing firms in their country, ale
selves in her behalf. Previously she
ered in the furnace room of the Ryan
prominent Japanese citizena arsoap factory
this
morning. The
"Say, why didn't you have a rural had denied herself to everyone,
rived today and will spend in
charred body of a man was dragged
mail delivery today?" inquired a femAmerica for the government and
Knights at Walworth Mansion,
from the fire box by John McDerinine voice over the telephone of
firms ten million dollars in the
Paducah Knights Templar who will
mott, engineer at the factory. McGeneral Delivery Clerk !'rank Moore
purchase of Machinery, armaattend the conclave at Saratoga
Dermott said he built the fire early
at the post office yesterday.
ment and raw material.
Springs, N. Y., have succeeded in sethis morning at at 6:3e o'clock he
"This is Decoration day, and
a
A. pauper but not iriendless, and
curing accommodations at "Walsaw the man's feet extending from
national holiday," was the reply.
old. He worked for 25
years
at
with
the
somew
fire
box.
here relatives of breed. farming, but
VILLA BURNS.
"Well, whose birthday is it, then?" worth Mansion." which is ruin by Mrs.
He dragged out the redrank
a great
After eight months Jim Waken,
deal.
mains', which were burned
Long Branch, N. J., May 31.
"It does not happen to he anyone's Illen Hardin Walworth, a well known
beyond lug and means, John Wilson. about Four years ago he left the
colored, charged with stealing a ho se
farm and this time",
Kentuckian.
recognition. It seems almost imposThree bodies were taken from
replied Mr. Moore
roame
d about. He WAS admitted
65 years old, died this morning at
from the Childers farm, in this c
to
Jacob Rothschild's villa and ansible for the victim to have crawled
"Well," the voice disgustingly inthe county sanitarium
ty near the Ballard county line,
the
April 25. quired
county sanitarium of consumpa
into the box with the fire burning.
other died from injuries SUM.
, "when are you going to cele1901, and was In a hopele
arrested by Marshal lban at Barlow,
ss condi- brate the
tallied in a tire this morning.
McDermott is under arrest on sus- tion, and will be buried this after- tion. Mr.
porter's birthday down
Hale
came
and turned over to the sheriff of Dalto
the
noon
in
city
the
this
county
grave yard. Wil- morni
The dead Sr.' members of the
there?" and with this hung up the
ng and arranged for the
lied county: The horse belonged to
son
came
burial
to this county more than
, telephone.
family of Walter Schiffer and
The coroner, after an investigation.
buying the casket and burial
Marvin Smith, who livers in Ballard
robes.
servants. The origin of the fire is
decided the man's skull was fractur- 25 years ago. He went to work
county. Waldin, for whose arrest a
unexplained. Occupant K of the
ed and he was placed in the furnace with Mr. Jerry Hale on a farm in
CHIEF COLLINS "DIGS"
warrant was issued last fall by Magthe Cecil neighborhood, four innate
house were awakened by an eswhile alive
Sherman Cornillus,
FOR OWNER OF A LOW.
istrate Oholson, lives near Love/acefrom
Paduc
ah on the Cairo pike, He
ph.-lon and almost instantly the
brother-In-law of McDermott, who
Chief Collins is easily touched by
yule. He will be brought here for
staireage was in flames.
was in the engine room with the lat- told nothing about his past except
pathos. Generally the touch is for
.Tap Toner, the efficient secretary
trial.
ter this morning, was arrested this that he had been well educated.
money, of course. It cost him one of the Charity club, was
which
elected yescould
he
soon
from
afternoon charged with suspicion.
his conMARINE STRIKE.
dollar yesterday to witness an aged terday afternoon agent
versatton and manners, and that he
for the HuOdd Fellows' Memorial.
Parlq, May 31.-A strike of
man weep over the logs of his cow, mane society, to succee
d Mr. Tom
rain away from home when 16 years
Messrs. William Kraus, J. 0. Keebseamen engaged in the merchant
EXAMS. BEGIN MONDAY
caught straying in the street. The Sanders, who resigned
some weeks.'
ler and Sterling Price were appointed
marine went into effect today.
man's wife is sick and he Is poor. ago. Mr. Toner and
IN PADUCAH SCHOOLS.
officers of the
Directors of the Horse
a committee by Mangum lodge of Odd i Reptile's from
all the great
Show asso- While attending to his wife the cow society will confer shortly
on a plan
Fellows last evening to act in conFrench ports say officers and
ciation
are
got
in
out.
sessio
There wete pound feet; and of campaign, both to raise
n this afternoon
Study hours in
Paducah public
funds and
junction with committees from other
sailors left the ships together.
at
city feet' to pay, and Chief Collins enforce rules for the
the rooms of the
'school will be over with today, and
proper care of
Commercial club,
lodges of Odd Fellovia In preparing a
Some Prveli liners may he unpaid them.
Monday examinations will begin, conanimals.
Sixth street and Broadway,
program for memorial exercises. The
and deable to sail from New York. Dimtinuing throughout Wednesday. On
cided early in the session
dete for the ceremonies has not been
satisfaction with the policy of
to hold the
Wednesday afternoon the rooms will
Chautauqua Millets Going.
CHINESE SOLDIERS IN
set, but will probably be June 9. The
horse show next fall. The Interv
the governerneet in regard to penMUTINY.
rew in
be finally dismlesed, pupils returning
Season Chautauqua tickets are bebest of speakers will he sechred and
sions caused the strike.
The
Sun of yesterday aroused some eng delivered
Friday to receive cards. From Inditoday. They number .4snerican Conant at Altlay
a band employed to furnish music.
Reports
of the local men to the
cations the work in the schools has
1,200.
Several (Metals Were Killed,
From indications
necessity for about
In
apprec
iation
of
GRAIN 41.1,11
the
efforts
‘KI•IT.
of action.
been exceptionally satisfactory, and
few
who
subscr
ibed,
will
back
out,
Unveil Memorial.
Cincinnati, May 31.-Wheat,
it is stated that comparatively few Principal E. 0. Payne for the hettert
realizing that this will doubtless be
Washington. May al.- The
Sunreaide tamp, W. 0. W., at
atste
IA2; corn, 87444 esta.
failur
ment
es
will
record
be
of
one
the
ed,
High
of
157
the
most successful Chautau- department today received a cableschool, the pupils
ui•
Florence station, will unveil a monnBento
n
Patients.
testi meetings ever held in the state. gram from Harry le Paddock,
of the junior, and senior history
Went to the memory of Joseph
AmeriQI'A DRUPIJETS.
can consul at poor, China,
Good Order Oil Excursion.
John Morgan, of Renton, who reIn •Phompeones eemetery next
cleanest presented him
stating
with
a
Huntington, Ind., May Si.
steel
that
an
Patrol
men
armed
Fright
Billy
ened
cently
Orr and. Jack San- ring at openin
uprising had been retiv a street car, a mule
Sunday afternoon, Jaekson's band
underwent an operation
at
Mm-s. Frisk Croxton gave birth
g exert sea. Mr. Richder, yesterday acted as special policeRiverside !vegetal, ir slowly Improv pulling one of Wes Flowers' ice de- ported at Joan, 60 miles south rut
will lead the proceasion to the cemeto four children Thursday night,
ard Scott sang a vocal solo, wild -Prin.
Amoy.
Mr Paddock aye several oflivery wagons ran into a lot of sewer
men on the Mayfield-Cairo excursion
ing at his home, although not
tery and Police Judge D. A. "Cross
three girls and a tiny. Their !train,
yet
and reporked excellent, order. MAT' Payne gave a short farewell aisle to be out.
pipes standing upright on Broadway finials had been kills dbf a mutin
elld County Attorney Ad ben Barkley
y
combined weight is 11 Xi pounds.
soldiers, and that the cause
iThe crowd was made ep m. ly Of tent On the work anti the valee of
11011,11, gral‘one,
of the
Judge Fisher, of IOnton, is improv- near Thirteenth street this morning trouble
All are well formed sad healthy.
Is
colore
d
unkno
people.
and broke half a dozen sections bewn. As far as know'
• ,
loyalty to one's school.
ing slowly,
the upringhs. net affecte
d
fore he could be atopp,.d.
d any for.
sign Intermix.

,\114,

COUNTY SCHOOL
1REV. L. L. PICKETT NEW BUILDINGS
SUPERINTENDENTS PROHIBITION HEAD
MONTH OF MAY

BODY IN FIRE BOX
CAUSES MYSTERY

ALLEGED THIEF
CAUGHT AT LAST

He Has Friends Somewhere, But Will
Lie in Potter's Field in This County

HAVE HORSE SHOW
NEXT FALL SURE

HUMANE SOCIETY
ELECTS AN AGENT

PROF. E. G PAYNE
GETS SEAL RING

444 •
a

of

wrn

4.

•
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PAYYCTATE EVENINEr SUN.

FRIDAY, NI ItY" St
asesseaseneenmense

OUR MARVIN HART The Call of HIGH SCHOOL IS
GIVES UP FIGHT the Kidneys.
AGAIN

If the juvenile
monarch of your
household is be.
tween the ages of
2 1-2 and 16 years
we would like
nothing better
than have you
bring him to our
s' Shop tomorrow and slip the
new model sailor
suits on him.
They're

•

prettier

prettier in coloring and design—and some
of them have a clever little emblem embroidei:d on the sletve, collar and shield.
We want you to ask particularly about our
Washable,

akil
BROADWAY

bif

EAST TENNESgUREPHONE CO.

Wash pants, plain or bloomer, 50c.

ik
ilt I
415'°4

•

DID YOU KNOW? I

than last year's—

very popular grades at $3.50.
of course.

One of the first Indications that
your kidneys are in distress is a dull,
painful ache in your back. Another
sure sign of kidney o; bladder trouble
is highly discolored or painful urinaCpruell's Crew Defeats Harvard in tion.
If either one of these symptoms are
Annual Boat Rave On Lake
present it is most important that you
Cayuga.
should at once get a box of Lantz's
Red Kidney Fillets and cleanse your
kidneys thus enabling them to perform
COLUMBIA WINS THE HONORS their
proper functions and preventing
Diabetes or Bright's Disease.
Tell you why.
The kidneys are the scavc-agers of
Tonopah, Nev., May 31.— After a
hard tight the seconds of Marvin the body.
..
High school sustained Its reputit,- W. B. M'PHERSON, Druggist,
Hart yesterday afternoon threw up
Health4 kidneys remove from the lion in athletics yesterday afternoon
Paducah
By,
the sponge in the 21st round and blood about 600 grains of impure
mat- at League park in a baseball game
Mike Schreck was declared the win- ter every day.
with the "Paducah Specials," by a
ner.
It does not require a medical train- score of 8 to 3. iilsentially the vicKAISER SENDS PICTURE.
i1898, Its members are persons upon
Hart broke his right wrist in his
ing to understand that, if for any rea- tory is due to Fisher's good pitching
whom the United States government
fight with Gardner, and three days
and
the
excellen
t
support
accorded Emperor of Germany Presents Ameri-'has conferred the medal of honor.
son the kidneys are unable to properly
ago, it is claimed, he broke it again
him.
Gallagher's work in catching
can Cross of Honor.
ahile training. The member went perform this blood cleansing opera- was especially brilliant
. Two hits
Wasting:on, May 31.— The emState Ready to Close.
back on him after the sixth round to- tion, serious derangement, not only to were the best that could be
done peror of Germany who recently ac- s Austin, Tex., May 31.—After exday, but he fought like a demon until the kidneys, but also to all the other with Fisher's delivery,
and helping cepted an honorary membership, to amining C. P. Ackert, of St. Louis,
in sheer mercy his seconds threw up organs of the body must be the result. out matters
Fisher secured a two bag- which he was elected, in,the Ameri- general manager of
the Watersthe sponge.
So, when the kidneys call for help. ger. The "Specials" played
a good can. Cross of Honor, has presented' a Pierce Oil company, and a relative of
Hart was the aggressor nearly all it is of the utmost importance to your game, but lack
of practice handicap- magnificent portrait of himself to the president, H. Clay Pierce, the
through, and in the 18th round came health that you assiat them
at once ped them with the students. High that order. The portrait is a life size state announced late yesterda
y the
near putting Schreck away. The 18th with Lantz's
Red Kidney Pilleta, the school got eight hits off Dunabar, and bust picture of the emperor, repre—closing of its case in
the anti-trust
and 19th and the 20th rounds were very
best diuretic known to the medi- played an errorless game.
senting him In uniform. The Amen- I ouster and penalty atilt against the
fierce. There was not so much gel"Blues" First Defeat.
cal profession to-day. They not only
ean Cross of Honor was organized in Waters-Pier e 011 company,
enee as there was slugging and the
For the first time this season the
men fought each other all over the cleanse the kidneys and assist them
Metropolis "Blues" were defeated on
ring. In the 20th round only the gong to perform their proper functions, but
their home grounds yesterday aftersaved Hart front the terrific on- they have a soothing, healing effect.
noon, and John Hollan's Paducah
slaught of Schreck. In the middle of They also contain a gentle laxative
team did the work. But for an erthe 21st the sponge was thrown up which acts upon the stomach at the
ror it would have been a bunch of
much to the surprise of everybody.
same time, thus expelling through the goose
eggs for the "Blues." The
kidneys and stomach, all impurities Paducah team bit
like wild fire, and
Cornell Wins.
from the body.
every member played a star game.
We list in our directory over 3,000 subIthaca, N. Y., May :11.—Cornell's
Our guarantee is in every box.
Rain before the
game interfered
'varsity eight-oared crew defeated
scribe
rs and more than three-fourths are
with teh attendance, but did not inHarvard by three quarters of a
terfere with the game, the grounds
exclus
ive East Tennessee subscribers?
Cleans
Your
e
Kidney
s
with draining nicely
length last evening in a two mile race
and being in good
on Lake Cayuga.
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets. conditio
Call
Contra
ct Department No. 300.
n from start to finish.
The official time: Cornell, 11:01;
Dick
Brahic
you
If
have
worked
never
in the box for
used these Pillets,
Harvard, 11:03 1-2.
the Paducah team, and was handled
Harvard took the lead and rowed we will gladly give you a two days' trial
by Bob Hayes, He was in excellent
treatment tree.
with rapid stroke, starting at
36
form, and his good work was helped
Gilbert's Drug Store,
and maintaining 38 strokes for a.
along by sensational work in the
Fourth and Broadway.
considerable stretch. Crimson led for
field and with the stick. Everybody
a mile and a half part of the time by
got a hit or two, and Block, who
nearly a length. Then Cornell got on
played right garden, was up five
even terms and for an eighth of a
times, and got four healthy ones,
mile the crews struggled kamely, but
bringing in several tallies by his
the Ithaoans gradually pushed their
stick work. Others, who did good
shell in front.
work, was Hart, Hayes and RobertThe last half a mile was a series
•
BIG 1•11.1At:UES.
son, each getting a double.
of desperate spurts in which
CorThe main feature of the game was
nell's superior powers of endurance
Now located at
National League
the downfall of Dye, the crack
won. Three Harvard oarsmen, FaulkR H E "Blues" pitcher,
who was knocked
nee Severance and Bacon, were ex- Pittsburg
4 7 4 Out of
the box in the sixth inning.
hausted at the finish.
Chicago
6 9 0 He was
succeeded by Gregory, who
Batteries—Liefield, Bray and GibWe are ready for all iiinde ef hauling.
did no better. Taylor did the catchColumbia Wins Howls.
son; Taylor and Kling.
ing.
New York, May 21.— Columbia
The score:
easily carried off the honors in the
Second Game.
Harlem regatta today, winning more
R H E
2 9 2 (Paduca
h
events than any other club. Colum- Pittsburg
10 10 3
1 9 1
Met ropolls
bia took the junior four-oared gigs, Chicago
1 3 5
7 14 2
Batteries—Brahic and Hayes; Dye,
time not taken and the intermediate
Batteries—Willis and Smith; FrasGregory and Taylor.
four-oared gigs in 7:40; intermedi- er and
Moran.
ate eights in 6:45 1-2; and the senor eights in 7.25. The only men out44,5, I AblICIMII
R H E
to of the metropolitan district who New
The Cairo "Paints" which were deYork
2 3 2
on were Amman of Albany, in the
Philadelphia
6 10 1 feated here Stanley by the Holten
teran singles in 3:24 1-4, and BachBatteries—Wiese and Bresnahan: team, canceled the date they made
.ir's Barge club of Philadelphia, the
for Paducah Sunday, playing in HerMoran and Dooin.
!dors fours In 7:06 1-2. The junior
rin, Ill., instead. Manager John HotSecond Game.
-.gles went to Miller of New York
Ian Immediately
wired
Metropolis
6:45,
R H E and secured a date wtth the "Blues."
Yesterday was the first time the
New York
6 14 4
The Killarney of America.
Metropolis "Blues" had met defeat
Philadelphia
1
7
0
Nestling in a frame of beautifully
liateries—Matheweon and Bresna- this season, and they had played nine
wooded shores lies a series of beauttgames, too. At Herrin, Ill., a very
ful lakes 145 miles north of the City han, Ritchie, Dugglel 7 and Dooin.
strong team has given the best of
of Toronto, Ontario, and known as
them hard battles, and the "Blues"
the "Lake of Bays Region."ae chain
RH E
"ate
'em up."
f seven lakes studded with lovely St. Louis
S 11 2
Manager John Holten is pi:lased
islands, with hotels throughout the Cincinnati
7 12 3 with
his team and believes he can
Batteries—Brown and Marshall;
district and a good steamboat service
beat anything In the semi-professionto all points attracts the tourist, an- Hitt. Coakley and lieteLean.
al class in this section.
Fifteen innings.
gler and sportsman. Just the out-ofthe-way sort of place to visit during
METROPOLIS.
the summer months. For all particuSerried Game.
Without the knowledge of their
lars and free illustrated publication
R H
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
friends or relatives, John Tobin, a
apply to W. Robinson, 506 Park St. Louis
1 5 3 well known
real
estate
dealer
of
Ok
Cincin,nati
Buillding, Pittsburg. Pa.
7 9 1
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Bateries—Karger, Fromme.Shielde lahoma City, and Miss E. T. Mattingly.
a
teacher
of
Metropolis, Ill., were
and Noonin; Ewing and Schlei.
OMAN BANKRUPT FILES
quietly married at St. Agnes' CathoPETITION IN DISTRICT
lic church, St. Louis, by the Rev.
Mrs. Byrne Clark, of Smith:and,
RHE Father John
J. Tannrath, Mrs. TobLivingston county, is the third wom- Boston
4 9 1 in will
join her husband in Oklahoma
an to file a petition In bankruptcy in Brooklyn
0 9 1 City
next month.
Batteries—Young and Needham.
this district since the bankrupt law
went into effect. Her debts are few In McIntyre and Biter.
The necessary papers for the final
number and no assets are listed. Mrs.
organization of the City National
Clark lists a half a dozen creditors,
Second Geste,
bank have arrived. The directors
some in Smithland, others in LouisR H Z elected the
following officers: Presiville, one in Clarksville. Tenn., and Boston
3 8 4 dent. Cyrus
P. Treat; vice president.
one in Paducah. Her total liabilities Brooklyn
4 10 0 Eugene Lafont;
cashier, James M.
amount to $1,015. The Paducah cladCheat; assistant cashier, Samuel M.
Roe is C. C. Lee, a wallpaper mer- Chicago
8 11 1 stewart.
chant, the amount being $19.
St. Louis
2 9 4
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Bat tortes-3mith
Sullivan;
and
The board of education has emDon't get "sore" and take it out Jacobson and Stephens.
Complete machine shop.
ployed Miss Myra Brown to teach in
of customers.
122-124 N.Fourth St.
the school again the coming_ year.
4
Phones 787
RHE Miss Brown
has had much experience
Washington
1 6 4 here and
Is
so
well
liked that she has
3 5 1 decided
You'll be buying a tonic New York
to stay at home instead of reBatteries—Smith and Blankenshtp;
turning to Louisiana where she 1111111PIes
soon—probably need one Orth and Klelnow.
411111111111111111111111111111111111•1111
taught teat year and was re-elected
now. Brace up your sysW F. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
P. Pnryear
R H
Mrs. B. J. Adkins Is in Paducah
tem with VITAL VIM. Philadelphia
President.
("Ashler.
Anotatant
1 5
looking after the home of her daughTake our word for it. Boston
1 6
ter, Mrs. R. A. Johnson, who has
Battertes--Ilygert and Schrec
gone to Nashville. Tenn., to underThere's no better tonic
Annerkua Lellaree.
go a surgical operation.
Oberlin
and
Armbruster.
sold. Fifty cts. bottle at

Seconds Throw Up Sponge in
Twenty-First.

HERE COMES THE SAILOR

oandel4on

Unequalled fur the Cure of Dysi•eettia and All Stoniach Trouble.
guaranteed under Pure Food aid Litugs Act, Junq 30, 1905. Serial 3517.
A VICTOR
It is the work of the stomach to ferment the food and anything
that interferes with this process of fermentation may' be a cause of
dyspepsia. Strictly speaking there are dozens of causes of stomach
Bays Defeat Unpracticed Play- trouble. The kind and quality of food taken, worry, mental excitement,
nervousness, lack of proper exercise. It takes many forms ouch as deers at League Park.
bility, (that tired feeliug), loss of appetite, pain after eating, acidity,
flatulence, vomiting, palpitation, cramps in the stomach.
Dyspepsia is dangerous because it has very marked -influence on the
Pitching Feature of (lame for Win- bowels, the kidneys
and the heart. It should therefore never be negning Teaul—Iiiollans Beat
lected. One or two boxes of Dr. Edwards' Compound Dandelion Tablets
"Blues."
have cured many severe cases of stomach trouble. If you are •1 sufferer
from this complaint buy today a besot this famous vegetable remedy and
enjoy Your meals the same as you used to do.
SCORIN OF THE BIG LEAGUES *Ad by all Druggists, 25c; Schenck Chemical Compdny, Manufacturers,
14-56 Franklin Street, New York and
(hook for this Signature.)

t‘?

BASEBALL NEWS

CITY TRANSFER CO
Olauber's Stable.

ggzxzEzzZ.v.

TELEPHONE 499

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Wallace Park

CASINO

Real Estate Agency.

High-class Vaudeville at
the park all this week

Walter McFarland and the
Sisters Dale

McFane and Mack
Society Sketch.

Bennington Bros.
Comedy and Acrobats.

LeRoy Reese
In a Big Musical Act.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

GILBERT'S DRUG STORE

DELIVERY' WHISK RUNS
Rh
AMUCK ON THE SIDEWALK.
Cleveland
1 6 0
Detroit
.
0 4 0
A horse pulling Clark & Sons' groBattikies— Rhoades and Bemis
cery wagon became unmanagable
Killian and Schmidt.
this morning at *Fifth and Jefferson
‘11111111111111/1/1181
streets and started runntnic away.
At'I'TIN STAGE REA(11IED
Jahn Clark, the driver, jumped and
IN SEAMAN'S STRIKE escaped with a few bruises,
Fre
.beautifying your yards and
but the
•
eatimatem on flower beds we
horse continued its flight and collidwill call and see you. Phone
Glasgow, MaS661.— The seamen's ed with a telephone pole at
Fourth
&hutting Broa. for tne largest
strike here has reached an acute stag and Jefferson streets.
The shafts;
and mope complete stock of
strike here has reached an acute patted from the wagon and
the horse
flowers and plants In the city.
stage. The employers absolutely re- took madly to the pavemen
t. scatter
Wm delivery to any
ftire to recognize the Seamen's union, ins pedestrians in
every direction. At
part of the city.
and have taker no notice of their de- Third and Jefferso
n he struck several
SCHMAUS BROS. mand for an ecitaneis IS Wages. The plows exhibited on the pavement,and
Atlantic liners. due to salt June 1 was thrown down
Elt•th Phti nen 192.
and bruised,
for New York or Canada, have not
yet secured crews.
The
Wet ode tor remake.
Fourth sad Broadway.

MOVING PICTURES

FLOWERS

Take the Broadway Cars

Ince rrrrr hid
Capital
•• •
Surplus
to 0 to
fitockhpidere liabVity ..a ...

..
.

.

$100,000
50,000
100.000

Total security to deposit ors
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and Arms solicited, We
appreciate
small as well as large depositor, and accord
to all the mime
tearteous treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposita
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS

FROM 7 TO II °CLOCK.

ThirdEand Broadway

• ,d

a,

FRIDAY, MAY al.

1

2

PATICCAIT EVENIM 111:73

PALE THREE

CHARGES MOTT AYRES
WITH GALLERY PLAY

"YOU ARE LUCKY"
.
If you don't have a rainy day. Rickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
do?
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an account with Us and protect yourself
against the rainy dAy in the future. We pay 4 per
cent, on deposits.

S
next term of court, and also to anCadiz Record Stays He Not Only Did swer to the court for
contempt in
Not Isurnitili Evidence to Grand not coming this time when
sumJury Btu He Failed So Apper and moned.
esubetantiate His Report ConcernMr. Ayres was in Henderson attend
lug Tobacco Burniug Cases.
lug the convention last week, and remained there, so we are informed,
until the convention adjourned Wednesday night, and as he had promisLETTER TO UOUNTV ATTORNEY.:
ed to be here the next day, and was
then only a hundred miles from here,
we don't understand why it was he
In defense of the god name of did not come, if he is sintere in tryTrigg county, the Cadiz Record ing to rerrit out this erime, and has
prints the following account of the the evidence Which he says he has in
correspondence between Fire Marshal his report, which he has failed to
Mott Ayres and County. Attorney 'produce.
In the face of all this failure to
Kelly:
In he first annual report of State make good these reports, an infamFire Marshal Mott Ayres, which was ous dispat ei appeared in Monday's
sent broadcast over the state a few Courier-Journal from tlopkinsville,
weeks ago, he gave a photographic and also in the ilopkiusville New
reproduction of an anonymous letter I Era of the same date, to the effect
that Mr. Ayres had forwarded some
that was sent to Mr. H. C. Wallis
at
Rinaldo, Lyon county, last October. very important papers to Mr. Kelly,
and wheel was mailed at Wallonia. and intimating that the name of the
In
7
Case Against Smith Continued.
this county. 'Phe letter was mailed guilty party wet made known
SHOTS DID NOT SERVE TO MAKE
Jackson,
Ky., May 31.--John in a stamped envelope that had had the*: -Tee New Era even went FO
THIEF DROP BOOTY.
tar as to use the following large
Smith Is here this morning on his some address painted upon its
face, I headlines over its
article:
way to Sandy Hook. The case against which had been eraced and
the ad.
"HAS NAMED THE MAN
affr/
him here fcri the killing of Cockrile dress of Mr. Wallis written
above in
Charles ,ititidie Sees Hen Running was continued today.
a badly-written and poorlyemelled "He Alleges Sent Meet's a Threatening Letter."
Awe}, in Arms of Man But Bulhand. Just under this letter, in Mr.
A more infamous falsehood
was
lets Are Ineffectual.
May Choose New Comusimsioner,
Ayres' report, is the following note:
honest
Frankfort, Ky., May 31.—William "The author of the letter is known never perpetrated upon an
tad intelligent
people than is conRogers Clay, of Lexington, is being to this deperarnent."
temned in the above headlines, we care
tegod by his friends for election by
As soon as this report was received
EN's small clothes—bettex known as haberdasherj—should
Although the target for Patrolman the ceurt of appeals
as commissioner here County Attorney John W. Kelly not who the author is or from what
:Sam Howell and Charles Riddle, both of the court to
source
it
was
gathered,
for
be
always be in the best of bate. It only takes a little bad
has
succeed Judge John had a subpoena issued for Mr. Ayres
pumping lead from their revolvers as D. Carroll.
of Henry county, who to appear before the grand jury here not "named the man" or given -any
taste to mar one's vrholf appearance. tVe beg to say in this connecfast as they could pull the triggers, a was elevated by she
governor to a on the second day of the May term evidence against any One, as is
that our furnishings are chosen, not moths ahead of time, but
tion
chicken thief clung to his booty and seat on the bench.
Quite a number of court, which was Tuesday of last shown from the above facts.
escaped with one of Riddle's choicest of lawyers now
The
papers
the hour and according to the prevailing ideas in dress centers.
to
which
up
Mr.
Ayres
sent
are of the opinion week, which was answered by the folfowls last night about 12 o'clock. Mr. that the court
Mr. Smith and which these newspa.
needs a commissioner lowing telegram:
Riddle is a -tailor and lives at 1101 to assist it in its
pers and Me. Ayres would have the
N EG LIG ES SHIRTS—Platted and
FANCY WA1STOOATS—Fine figwork, and think
"Louisville, Ky., May 11, 1907.—
South Third street and was up late that the place
public believe are so important, are
plain bosoms. New designs in
shout(' be continued, at To John W. Kelly, Cadiz.
ured wools and wash g(xicia, many
Ky.:
—1
doing work at home. He was inter- ;east for the
checks, stripes and figures.,,very
the anonymous letter itself, which of
next few years.
rich silks, three. Tour and live butmailed, under special delivery yesterhigh grades in all sizes. It On, $1 50
rupted by noises from -his hen house.
course.. is no ev'elence at all, and the
day,
$7.50.
the
50
tons,
$1
to
original
letter to Mr. Smith
and $2.00
Rushing out pistol in band he saw
following letter, whiah was written
Troops To Go To Jamestown,
at
Cadiz. I am compelled to be in
NEW SUMMEll 1- NDERWE&R—
a man making away up the alley. He
by the Champion Bridge Co., of WilIA NCY HOSE—Many now lines of
Frankfort, Ky., May 31.— At a Henderson Monday
New coat style undershirts and
and Tnewley of mington,
fired several timer* without effect. Pa- conference
Ohio, last October, to Mr
gauze, lisle, in blacks, blues, greys,
to be heel here Friday af- next week. Can he in
abort leg drawers. cotton and !isles,
Cadiz Thurs- H. C. Wallis,
trolman Sem Howell en route to the ternoon
at Rinaldo:
maroons and various shades of tan
between Adjutant General day or Friday if
in plaids, etc ,—the Star $1.00 per
necessary, but do
city ball was attracted by the shots. Lawrenese Governor
Sir:—In
"Dear
garments Featherweight naintioek
reply to yours of
Beckham, Gen- not see hew I can be of further
of oxfords, 21.., 50e, The, $1 00.
as- the 22d. will say tat it is
He espied tho thief and raising his eral Roger
and B. V. le 50C garment.
our custom
Williams and the regi- sistance in the
WASHABLE NECKWEAR —All
matter. Hame alpistol fired three times witaout ef- mental commande
to .vrite to the members of the fiscal
UNION SUITS—A wide !liege of
rs, the question of ready furnished
you wit the papers.
the newest fabrics and colors, spefect. The pistol shots and sq.eSwks, of whether the
union suits in balbriggan,!isles and
cotrrt of each county several letters
state guard can be taken
"MOTT AYRES.". during
the fowl in the hands of the ae.:tig to the annual
cial values at Mc. The prices range
silk, in ecru, white and blue. Prices
the year, asking them about
encampment at JamesMr. Kelley at once replied to this
range from al 00 to $e 00.
thief caused general excitement in town will be
from 25c to $1 00.
proposed bridge' work In their variety
discussed.
telegram. by letter, telling Mr. Ayres
the neighborhood.
and enclosing stamped envelope for
Promitions have been received
that if he did not come by Thursday
Likewise all the new Styles in Arrow Brand Collars
from the railroads as to the transporreply. Referring to our list of Kenor Friday, as he had agreed, that he
A coquette's heart probably leoks tation of the troops, upon which
tucky officials, we find we have a man
and Cuffsfor summer.
would have an attachment issued for
like an empty honeycomb.
hirges whether the solrliars will
get him. When Mr. Ayres received this by the name of N. E. Nabb at Wallothe outing this year ist Jamestown or
Ma. Our records show that we have
letter he called Mr. Kelly 'up over
have to camp somewhere in
never had a reply from Mr. Nabb reKen- long distance telephone
and
asked garding bridge work,
tucky. The commanding officers will
so that he unan
attecament doubtedly has some
bring information from their troops him not to have
of eur stamped
Bard 81, Fernandez
Issued,
assuring him that he would
aS to 'how much of their pay during
envelopes, We also say :hat all the
certainly be here Thursday or FriPRINCESS LOWSE enearnepieent they are willing to sac- day
members of the fiscal court in Trigg
of
last
week.
IVrD BROADMAY
rifice in order to get the trip to Vircounty, together with the county
Saturday
morning
Clear Havana Cigars
Mr. Ayres bad Judge', county
ginia
attorney epd county
PADUCAH.
not shown up here, and Mr. Kelly
clerk receive these statnpeN envelopes
1868.
10c, 3 for 25c, 2 for 25C HMO POSSE AT BAT FOB HOUR% sent him the following teiegram:
from us. Trusting thts is satisfactory.
"Cadiz. Ky., May 25, 19.07.—To
we are, yours truly,
Mott Ayres, State
Fire
Marshall,
Indiana Desperado Captured After
"Champion B,ww:foso d—w
Securing exclusive agency for
Louisville, Ky.:--Will expect
you
Being Wounded Four Times.
CHAMPION BIODGE 00.,
Ballard & Fernandez famous
here before grand jury Monday with"By Robr. L. Owens."
PRINCESS LOUISE Clear Haout fail. If not, wilt have you atPrinceton,
Ind.,
May
31.
These two papers; an official doeuAfter
vana is a matter of considerable tached. Did not fulfill your primise
hold:ng a possee of 50 officers and
by him.
pride With us, for we are always
Uncle Ike and efie Peek,
to come Thurscley or Friday: An- meat which was written by Esq. Nabb eral documents. whitten
to death about it.- He added: "But
citizens et bay for two hourssa desand which belonged to Trigg county, brought before them and compared
on the alert fur new things
swer.
"Uncle
Ike" Stephenson, the new there's one thing they'll never be able
perado was captured near Mount Carand
them
with
a
short
letter,
the
personal
and
had
letter
a
numfrom Mr.
which will strengthen our posiUnited States senator from Wiscon- to make rne do in Washington socie"JOHN W. KELLY, CO. ATTY."
mel, Ill., yesterday after he had been
Ayres to Mr. Smith constitute "the ber of the most prominent buidnes, sin,
tion as leaders in the tine cigar
balked at some of the convention- ty, and that is to eat pie with a fork.
wounded four times and was so weak
Sunday Mr. Ayres called Circuit papers" which
the say so much men of the town, and men who are alities when he
trade of Paducah. These cigars
first went to Wash- I've tried it and found out that I
from loss of blood he was unable to Judge Thos. P. Cook up over the about. As the
name of E.g. Nabb is familiar with all kinds of writing, ington as a congreasmaa
years ago. can't do it end enjoy the pie. So blast
Colue in 10c, 3 for 25c. and 2 for
shoot, He sill probably dig. He re- long distance telephone and told him the only name given
in these papers. come before them and compare his leapeciedy did he object to
evening my picture .if
punish myself in
25c sizes, and we don't hesitate
fuses to give his name. He displayed that he had received a very instilling and as his postoffice
writing
with
that
of
the anoeynsous Wrests. but at length
is Wallonia, we
he adopted the,any such way again."
three revolvers and 'several new telegram herrn Mr. Kelly (referring infer that it is
to recommend then' to the niost
he that they have ref- letter, and the result was a cexuplete prevailing sartorial mode because,
as
knives to a gang of mussel diggers, to the above telegram), and telling erence to, but
discriudeating smoker in the
the grand jury had sev- exoneration of Esq. Noble
he said, his daughter "bothered him'
The Ermine Buie--10e. a week.
who
notified
officers.
him
Two
that he could not come Monday,
officers atworld. Their rare richness of
tempted to arrest him, but tailed. A as his wife was sick, stating further
aroma and full distinctive flavor
miewenunewmiwommeN
posse was then formed and when the that he did not know anything that
have won them friends in every
desperado was sighted a running bat- would be of any benefit to the grand
City of the country. Our spetle resulted in which at least 150 jury except what was contained in
cially Constructed
humidors
shots were exchanged. None of the the papers he had sent Mr. Smith.
keep them in the pink of condiposse was wounded.
Judge Cook informed him that there
tion -always.
was no evidence contained in the paAnother big shipment of
Burglar (to the elderly maiden) --- pers end nothing to hear ont the
I do not want your life, lady—only state.eent in his annual report that
liavun ea Hltassaso
4011.01••
.our money.
sese
"the author of the anonymous letter
Cigars.
Maiden—Get out; you are just like was known to the department."Judge
That Sereltsr
the rest of them!—Fliegende Meet- Cook then asked him the name of the
5c Cigar.
ter.
party who wrote the letter, as he
had stated in his report that he
Opportunities are like bees, in that knew, whereupon Mr. Ayres stated
You have to know just how to take that he did not know the name of
the author of the letter. So it is
hold of them. ,
clear that Mr. Ayres has made two
Fourth and Froadway.
Ehrperience never yett helped any statements in regard to this matter.
em who suffered front shelties lapses and it remains for the people to deeide wbicb one is true and which one
of memory.
IS not true, or whether or me either
of them is true, for in his report he
st1)8 be knows the author, and
to
Judge Cook he says he does not.
Judge Cook then iafornied Mr. Ayres
that he would have him before the
Trigg connty grand jury if it took
him all the balance of his term.
Monday Judge Cook received a letYou get handsome, well
The very latest fabrics arc repreter from Mr. Ayres containing the
appointed carriages
following
certineate
sented,
purporting
to
and the most modern of the
when I serve you. We
be from a phyterian:
give promt personal atfashioni
ng.,
browns, plaids, grey.,
tention at all times.
"To Whom It May Concere:
"Owing to .the condition of Mrs
two
tone
English
weaves in blue; all of
HAIRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
Mott Ayres. it is impossible for Mr.
the season's most favored novelties, in
Mott Ayres to leave the city at resent. Signed:
the best styles, at $25.
"D. Y. ROBERTS, M. D.
"May 26, 1907."
.
It willise observed thet there is
Some particular good things in both
nothing whatever to prove whether
two and three piece suits are being
or not there is such a man in existence as the above M. D., as it is not
shown
at at a less price; we can't put
attested by any one; does not show
too
much
emphasis on them, as they
whether it was written in Louisville.
New York. Kalamazoo, of China.
are beyond doubt the biggest values
and was written on a sheet of the
ever offered, considering the price —
Seelbach Hotel's paper. Would n
physician of high
standing
write
$15.00, $18.00, $20.00.
such a certificate to be sent to a
court, or would he have written it
on home of his own statiOnery and
had something about it to show the
far OUT.court where B came from and that
3' es, AWSIA/Adia
it was a true statement' We think
PAGM AM
es
he would.
Mr: Kelly -Monday afternoon had
fiatahllis hispd I AtS8
an order made for as-'attachraent
for Mr. Ayres to (seem him to appears
WWI
here before the L rand Jury at the I
41111111111111111111.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway

TARGET GOT AWAY 11 NEWS
OF KENTUCKY

HABERDASHERY

M

1

Peet

ire

you looked in on
HAVE
our special array of

Sprin
_ g Suits at $25. We
mention them particularly
because it's a good average
price for any well dressed
man to pay; but chiefly because they're exceptionally
good at the price.

GILBERT'S

Drug Store

The Best Carriage
Serrice in Paducah

DON'T YOU STAND FOR IT
Don't kick and fuss---just order
the New Phone.

Our showing of Roxboro clothes
is very large; headquarters for these
superior clothes.

PADUCAH HOME TEIERIONE CO., Inc.

4

•

•

PAWS FOUR •

THE PADI7CAll EVENING SUN

Che Vabucah %un.

FRIDAY, MAY 31.

he would bring the perpetrators of
hEAGULlas FP.D BY HUNDREDS.
the outrage to jubilee. Secret service men are bu pirobed to be on the
AFTERNOON AND eVELNLY
Euterprising Man feells "Sprats" t
ground.
Penrose as Bird Food.
BY THE SUN PUBL1SHINOCO. Marshal Ayres' annual report con- —
mu.*POHATICO
tained illustrations of
auen)moue
There' is a man to whom the sight
ANOTHER CIFIECK ON SALOON LIP.U.F1SH1R. Preildent. letters in his possession. It with
this
of the eorning of the seagulls on the
•.1. PAXTON. General Mama/rev.
CENSES IN PADUCAH.
report that started the controversy
ISSUILD DV Auirsoatry OS
Thames has suggested possibilities of
The Union
between the county attorney of Trigg
SUIHICRIPTION RATIO,
trade, and for several hours every
Metered at the postotilce at Paducah. and Marshal Ayres, culminating in
Label means
day he promenades the enebankment
Ky. as second class matter.
the charge in the Record that the Sotne‘
Aideemen Would Add This Pro- with a tray, on which are *et
perfec
tion in
THE DAILY SUN
out
marshal is prancing for the benefit
iiskon TO Ordinance Limiting
small paper bags full of sprats.
Hy carrier, per week
10 of the grand stand. The assertion
workm
anship
Number
.
"They
By 01411, per month. In advance.. 26 is made
sell like hot cakes," he toli
that when the county attora reporter, "People will alwa
By mall, per yesr, in advance....$2 60
ney invited, then insisted on his gospend a penny on a 'bagful to feed
THE WEEKLY PUN
For year, by mall, postage paid..$1.00 ing to Cadiz and substantiating ellethe gulls with. They like to see
gatiens
In
his
report,
he made exMembers of the aldermanic board thent dart
Addreale THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
on the fish, and catch
cuses, which time served to depre- who are dissatisfied with the new sathem before they reach the water.
Office, Ill South Third.
Phone IDS ciate in value. Then came the press loon license ordinan
ce will etrggest
"list jest a hawker, and make
my
Payne & Young. Chicago end New dispatches that Marshal Ayres had an amendment at a joint meeting of
living this way. It's a brisk trade
York. rept esentativea
forwarded evidence to the grand jury the beards next week. The ordinance
while it lasts, which is most of the
THE SUN can be found at the follow- of Trigg. The Record says this evi- provides that no new saloon licenses winter, and I' mnot denyin
g it pays
dence
is merely the original copy of be granted until the city has attain- pretty
ing pieces:
weLl. Even giving ten for a
anonymous letters photographed in ed a population of 45,000, the object Penn)'
S. 13. elements &
I'm able to make a living
the report.
Van Culin Bros.
being to reduce the number of sa- profit out of thene"
PalmerHouse.
Our surprise would not amount to loons to one for every 500 residents.
It may be added that he Provide
John Wilhelm's.
s
a shock, if it were proven that there It does not provide against a saloon a conside
rable anaoupt of amusement
is an element of gallery play in Mar- license being transferred after a sale for those
who patronize the Embankshal Ayres' performance. Under the of the saloon and the amendment sug- ment
during the luncheon hour. The
circumstances a tire marshal is com- gested will specify that when a sa- feeding
of the gulls is now a recogpelled to appear to be doing some- loon is sold, the license can not be nized
pastime, and one which attracts
transfe
thing, and the Record is doing a
rred, which will have a ten- a large number
of visitors. The
public service in exposing any false- dency to reduce the number of cof- birds fly
around the buttresses of the
FRIDAY, MAY 31,
ness in the official's attitude.
fee houses in Paduetth more rapidly. bridge in
flocks, emitting a continuBut how about the Record, and
ous chorus of hoarse calls. By BlackCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
County Attorney Kelly and Trigg
friars Pier they perch on the railing
April, 1007.
Ilia Ability.
county? Are they all doing !their
of the desetred gangway, not single
April 1...3895
April 16...3910 duty? or are they
also making a fine
spies, but in battalions, all facing upApril 2...3900
April 17...39e6 play for the galleries? - Does the honstream, all
kenyl awake- to' the
April 3...3)07
April 18...3908 or of Trigg county depend altogether
chance passing of a morsel of bread
April 4...39413
on
exposing the false whiskers on
April 19...3995
or a sprat.
April 5...3893
The fast ebbing tide carries the
April 20...3935 the face of Marshal Ayres' report, or
on bringing to justice the cowardly
floating birds down with it. The,
April 6...3892
April 22...3987
outlaws, who burned the property
shoot, passive and uninterested in
April 8...3900
April 23...3S96
of presumably free American cititheir fate, through the arches by
April 9.. 3941
April 24...4097 zens?
dozens, but once below the bridge
April 1e...3999
April 25...4115 ,The rest of the world is
they rise on the water, their wide
not interApril 11...3940
April 26...4119 ested in Marshal Ayres, so much as
wings spread out, and up they swoop
April 12.. 3965
April 27...4125 it is in the violations of the law. We
over the mass of cabs and 'buses,
April 13...4012
drays and trolleys that streams
April 29...4155 presume the esteemed Record
will
across the bridge, away to the edge
April 15...3910
April 31.1...4132 not deny that barns and Ctrehouses
have been burned. We presume it will
of the Embankment again, where a
Total
103,237 not deny
snperwattesi er has just opened a bag of
that the perpetrators have
Average for April, 1906
4018 gone unpunished. Then,
while this
Average for April, 1907
3971 condition exists, how can the stain
As his thrown up Into the the air,
be removed from the linen of Trigg
three birds dart simultaneously from
different sides in its direction. A
47 county, by smearing it on the garcollision seems inevitable, yet apparPersonally appeared before me, ments of the state fire marshal?
"Is Scribbler a very able writer?"
ently by mutual consent two of tht
Bring the night riders to justice "Able!
this May 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, genWhy, my dear she be is able
birds turn aside with a sharp flee
Fire
eral manager of The Sun, who af- without the aid of
Marshal to stick commas in where no
other
livfirms that the above statement of Ayres, if you would belittle him. The ing being would ever dream of using of the wing, and the third catches ft:prey with a downward flash.
only thing reprehensible we can see 'em."
His
the circulation of The Sun for
gray back shimmers in the sunshine;
the in his conduct of the case thus far.
month of April, 19n7, Is true to the is that
a moment and he is lost to sight
he has not convicted anybody, GETS VERDICT FOR 0
1-4 CENTS again,
'DEFEND BAN ON TARS AT DANCE te)URT PUTS BAN ON
best of his knowledge and belief.
Indistinguishable in the swirlMEDIUMS. oat and clearest intellects have sincere
and we fear—honest, now—we fear
ing mass.
ly believed in spiritualism and °thee
that this is entirely too satisfactory Pittsburg Club Woman
PETER PURYEAR,
Sued for DamPavillion Manaeprs Say Presence On Reverses Probate of Will Made
Some of the birds are tame enough
Under vagaries, and that it cannot be said
to some of Trigg county's good citiNotary Public.
ages of $25,004).
Floor Means lend To Business.
Spiritual Influences,
to stand upon the parapet on t,he
as a matter of law that such believ is
My tommiesion expires January zens.
-—
Embankment and pick up crumbs
evidence of unsoundneas. of mind.
--o
Pittsbu
rg, May 31.— Mrs. C. A.
22, 1908.
Norfolk
,
Va.,
May
31.—
Replying
Indianapolis, May 31.—In reverswhile men stand by and watch. But
"But," declared the court, "when
W'here will New York have that Greene was awarded a verdict
'to official cognizance taken by the ing a judgment which
for
permitted the such
earthquake in August? Lima Park? 6 1-4 cents today in her suit again*, the weather le not yet severe enough 'navy
pretended
counsel
comes
department of the exclusion of will of Mrs. Alberts
to have taught them all fearlessness.
meyer to be pro- through the dubious ceannel of a
Daily Thought.
Mrs. Annie G. Kiefer, Mrs. Marie
enlisted men in uniform from the bated, the suprem
B. For the present
"How many a time have we missed
e court today held medium as an oracle from one posthey wait until the
City Solieltor Campbell comes out Kramer and Mrs. Annie le Rafferty,
food is thrown out to them, over the dancing pavillion at the Pine Beach that spiritualism should not be per- sessing knowledge of thn
perfection whee hunting for praise. boldly
"
hereafter,
for municipal ownership of prominent society women and memresort
adjoini
ng
the
Jamesta
vin eex- mitted to control the practical af- ender
the solemn surroundings of
bers of the Friday Afternoon cleb.an dancing water, with which, at least position ground
electric light poles.
s, the management cf teem of life.
they
are
thoroug
hly
familia
r.
the seance, its influence on a' creduTHE HORSE SHOW.
exclusive organization. Mrs. Greene
—
ite pavillion today said that it bad
•
The horse show director was enMrs. Albertsmeyer left a consider- lous mind can hardly be measured.
Having found a Judge to suit hint sued for $25.000.
oci
idea
of
wilfully
diecrim
inating
FOR NA LE--BRAND NEW SEVEN
tirely correct in his position in the and a
The suit resulted from the receipt
;against the service uniform but that able estate, but cut off her orphan the indulgence of such belief and
county to suit hint. Judge
ROOM HOUSE, NEVER OCCUPIED.
exclusive Interview in The Sun yes- Hargis' next
ithe patrons of the dance pavillion had grand children with $1 each, it being practices may be so long continued
task is to get a Jury to by Mrs. Kiefer of a letter charging BATH,
HOT AND COLD WATER.
*ber with dishonesty in connection
terday. Paducah as the metropolis suit him.
alleged that her iiiishandiiiipenieTtO eadeof Such a character as to affect
ideelltr
ed that they would withdraw
of this section is bound to afford the
with the club affairs, anti Mrs. MONROE BETWEEN 14TH AND ttheir
patronage if sailors In uniforms her at a seance and told her that the the mental status."
--o
PAYMENTS. IrILLIARD 1), SANpeople some unusual annual attracwere permitted on the floor. Only for children were going to make trouble.
Today the teachers. relinquish the Greene said the defendants had acDERS. PHONES 765,
tion. We owe it to ourselves to main- student
The court today declared that it Is
Don't be content merely with obeythe preservation of the profit and life
s. Next it will be up to the cused her of being, the author of the
tain our position as the common cen- seread
letter. The letter which caused the
for the wife to consult her hus- rig literal I-11e5.
of the dancing concession, they adeagle orators to bid those
John McMillin.
trouble follows:
ter of the community. The merchants "stand
ded, had such action been taken. band's wishes, and that it lit a well
ing on the threehold of life,"
Doe't forget that your salary deJohn McMullin, a we'll known citiMrs. Kiefer: I want to tell you
must do their duty in the matter, to "pa-uThe management makes the point known fact that litany of the bright 'ends upon
se."
your sales.
that you had no right to run the Fri- zen of Masses- county, Ill., died in a that while
and make this horse show the best
many seamen are perfect
day night party the way you did. You railroad hospital in northern Colora- gentlemen,
ever. Only the bad weather last
the rule rather than the
Decoration day produced almost had
no right ,te change the night af- do, after an illness Heim pneumonia, exception
year prevented it being a financial
is that 4she enlisted men apas many accidents as an average ter
lasting
three
days.
A
the regular time had been set and
telegram to his pear in no
sucess.
An effort should be made
condition to associate with
I° orth of July.
we paid for the prizes, and our men eon-in-Jaw J. F. Dingman was reto put the institution under cover-the dancing pavillion patrons.
deserved them, not two strange wom- ceived at Brookpert asking for infor that is just what the horse show
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
en who never were in the club at all, structions as to the disposition of the
must become, an institution. Do not
GLAD TO GO.
1.e.e
to pay nothing and to beat our men, body. Mr. McMullin was 57 years old.
let the horse show drop.
--It doeen't take an extended course out of their rights; and you never He leaves two daughters, Mrs. Grace
Dingham and Sirs. Fred Shearer, also How Judge of Juvenile Court Gets
Creditable to those engaged in the of instruction to learn how to make spent all the money you took up, so
Rid of Prisoners,
)ou may well entertain at the Coun- one son, Joseph. Mrs. McMullin died
work of getting it out, is the special
some
years
try
ago
Don't
.
club
think
when
no
you
one else can fill
are paid in ad"Greater Paducah- edition of the
Will Chanel, colored, charged with
vance. Card shark and thief and 'ter.
News-Democrat, which made its niuch your place.
stealing $1.25 from an ice wagon,
Show this to your husband.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WA IT
heralded appearance last night. The
Every dose makes you feelbetter.. Las-So. was presented before County Judge
A code of morals is a set of rules
cover design in colors is attractive
keeps your whole insides right. hold on (be R. T. Lightfoot this afternoon. He
"What
did
you
have
that
for
prepares character to go out into
lunch?"
and appropriate,
"I had some neereaffee, some al- money -back plea every vraere. Price 50 cents. gave his age at 18 years, and did not
society.
deny that he took the money.
mostegge a little baconlne and
a
County Attorney Alben Barkley
.5
"He esker her for her hand in mar"Look here, I can give you 8
wedge of not-quite pie."—Washingappears able to make his opinione
Home is the place where a man ton Flerael
riage."
years in the reform school if I want
stick when he gets them before the stays while carpenters are repairi
"Well, why didn't she give him the to," Judge Lightfoot cautioned. but
ng
court.
the flub.
one that is always in her father's I am inclined to let you off if you
pocket?"—Harper's Weekly.
can get out of town at once and not
We suggest that the department of
come back."
Mr. Gathermin— I'm passionately
Justice should make haste to
•
"Ah shore kin," was Chappeee
HOT AIR TREATMENT
wind fond of coin-collecting.
up the thread trust.
declaration, and when he was reMiss Askit (trying 10- be agreeable) -Indeed! Have you the Latin
Has Proven Its Worth in the Treat- leased started for the railroad yards
We thought the school desk trust quarter of Paris?--- York Dispatc
on a half run.
ment of All Diseasies.
h.
was the trust the school hoard reI am using, in connection with the
posed in specifications concerning the
George— A theroughered gentleOsteopathic treatment, the Dry Hot REPORT PUBLIC UTILITIES BILL
'High school desks that weren't in the man puts on his clothes
and then
Air treatment, and the great succontract.
forgets them.
Measure in Wisconsin Assembly Like
cesses achieved with it demonstrate
Ned— That's what f try to do; but
One New York Mayor Vetoed,
'9
its
efficacy
.
That theory of a general freeze my tailor won't let me.—Tit-Bits.
'THE inside work on a garment can
In one form or another heat has
caused by Siberian blizzards. dee
Madison, WM., May 31.— The subruin and wreck it. If the lining
been employed in treatment of diseipates the impression that the recent
"Don't you think,' asked Mrs. Old.
stitute bill of the general public utilease from the earliest times and in ities state
drop in temperature was due to In castle, "that the new ministe
not
is
of good fabric, the shoulders
regulat
r was
ion measure was recal conditions In the Democratic rather grandiloquent Sunday
every part of the world, but, its use ported by the transportation
morncotumitcarefu
lly tailored, the chest • built up
party.
ing?"
has become more 'general in later tee to the assembly teeny and
is ex"Oh,' I don't know," i's plied the
o
years than ever before—simply be- peoted to come up for confederation
properly, it will lose shape very quickly
The aldermen are right. Banish hostess; "In fact he looked rather
THE DARTMOUTH
cause its application and uses have next. Wednesday. It is similar to the
and look like a sack.
all the toy pistols and loaded canes pale and thin to me.-- Chicago Revact recently passed in New York and
A NEW SUMMER COLLAR.
become better known.
And, by the way. banish them by or- ord-lierald.
disappr
oved by Mayor McClellan and
Our clothing is hand and head tailWe have a better understanding
2 for 2ric.
dinance before July 1.
of the physiological laws upon provides for state regulation of all
ored
in these chief essentials, the cloth
Note the wide front of this
lie---Then It Is settled that we are
heat, light, power, water and telewhich the treatment is based, and
collar. It is one of the most
to elope at midnight?
phone companies.
TRIGG COUNTY.
carefu
is
lly shrunk before being made
have greatly improved the mechanical
popular collars that have been
In a valiant effort to defend the
She—Yes.
up, the shoulders and chest padded,
apparatus employed until now It Is
put out lately. It Is Worn with
good name of Trigg county the CaHe—And you are sure you can get
A, C. DINKEY TO BE STEEL KING.
one of the most useful meana at our
the padttle end—a wide end
diz Record enters the lists against your trunk packed in time?
and the sleeves fitted to drape well and
how tie and is very handeisposal ft the treatment of dis- Report Has It That
State Fire Marshal Molt Ayres In ,she---011! yes. Papa and
He la Slated to
mamma
hold their shape.
some.
such a manner that the eminent offi- have both promised to
ease.
,
Succeed W. E. Corey.
help
me -WW. OW a great many very
cial and
busy- Democratic dietriet Chicago News.
The treatment is stimulating to
You are assured as perfect a tit and
-new styles in summer collars
leader cannot well afford to ignore it.
the whole systelem, every organ
Pittsburg, May 31.—There is ktteery
and
that
your clothes will retain their shape
--collars made with an eye to
The Particular point at issue is
function, and when used with the reason to believe that A. C. Dinkey,
Adaptat Ion.
comfor
during
t
concerning certain evidenee alleged
hot
weather
.
as
well
as the beet garments made by
''presid
Dorothy, who, with her parents.
ent of the Carnegie Steel comOsteopathic treatment forms the most
Price 2 for 25c.
to have been furnished the Trigg was spending the
pany, is being groomed for the presirational cure In all sciences.
early months of
the best custom tailor.
Today and tomorrow, note
county grand Jury be the fire mar- spring In the
far southwest, was playEspecially are the treatments in- dency of the United States Steel corthe new Myles in Bummer
shal
The Record apparently ferret ing with two or
Drop in any time and let us show you
poratio
n.
Of
late Mr. Dinkey has
three dusky children
dicated In all d,eettsee incident to the
It1 our windows.-- the
ntes all the information concerning from the other
spent practically all of his time In the
aide of the border.
season,
the
handsome, exclusive patterns we
pin dot awl shaded *pots-spring tired, worn out and
Mr. Ayreie activity
to hut 0110
fence of the president of the eorpor
"Firing me them things!" she comruin down coefiltione, malaria, atomsomething new and dainty
source, Marshal Ayres himself, and manded,
are showing in gray, brown and fancy
felon in New York, particularly since
pointing to a collection of
........
ash, liver and bowels, and In asthma, W.
.
the Record has some grounds for Its tops that had been
E, Corey sailed for France.
thrown aside.
patterns in three or two piece suits at
Also
the
sets of ties and
rhenmatic, and nervous conditions,
assumption, considering the fact that
"What did you say, dear?" asked
handkerehlefs to match
headaches, lumbago and neuralgia. '
the date lines of tee ribetatehee cor- her father,
from
$10 to $40.
chidingly.
Not That Kind.
the proper things this sum
respond exactly with Marlette Ayres.
gimmick be pleased to have you
"Bring me them toys," she repeat.
"Now here," said the enthusiastic
mer
50c
'averments over the state.
each
consult me at any time, and tell you real estate agent
ed.
to the prominent
It haft struck us as remarkable
Just what Oatimpitthy will do in•anOellilleinn. "Is one of the
"Don't you
know
better than
Most deonra.
that 360 men could take the. town that?"
I lavor por
specific case. It ha* dens much for hie houses in the capital. It has ex.ro Prineeton without anyone disoov"Papa," explained Dorothy, low
Padurah eople you know well, to posures all around'-"
415-4
17 Broadway
.,rIng
who
they
were
Marshal ming her yoke, "they're
"Good heavens!" crled tee.erome
whdtn I shall gladly refer Yeile at any
Mexleant.
415.1.41
8ELOADW4V
, eyeing has been exeeedtngly busy on If I had
•
Outfit
ters
to Men and Boys
tette politljette with A start of elle
said 'those things' they
lopwrsusillolititAeollasi time.
* et 'le* ease, he Ram and ha., given out wouldn'
t know what I mesait."--ChlMay,
"that's
jute
what
I'm
trying
to
D. G. II. FROAGE, rhos. 1407, 511
repeated Interviews to the effect that eago Tribune
get away froit'"— Baltimore
.
Amen.
YIIIIII•411•1411111mighle41110sa4
BroadWILY.
can.
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UNION MADE CLOTHES

We're a Union Store to the core. Our
clothing is made for us by well paid and
skilled Union Tailors. You'll find no
"sweat shop" work here. We'll have none of it. The union
workingman that comes here for his clothes will not only
further his own interest but he ‘vill also be assures of receiving a full amount of satisfaction for his money.
We charge no more for our dependable, Union Made
garments than many other stores ask for inferior made
clothes---made nobody knows where or by whom.
This is your store, Mr. Union Man.

1104110*1
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The Clothing Store That Carries the

"UNION STORE CARD"
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'
hand prize, an imported Japanese
tjewel case, and gracefully presented
Mr,
rift to Mime Jamie McKenzie, of Lula,
F Miss. Mrs. John Oetilschlaeger received the consolation prize, a bottle
of perfume. An attractively arranged
course luncheon was served after
Beautiful Silver Wedding Reception. the game. There were twelve
ti-iza IIIKItAlYWAY
tables.
Circuit Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Hills cele.. 'tomorrow will wind up the presbrated the twenty-fifth anniversary
Kalosophic Club.
ent civil term of McCracken circuit
of their wedding with a very beautiThe Kalosophie club met this court and after
a three weeks' sesful reception at their spacious home morning with
Mrs. Henry 'Reidy on sion of Marshall circuit
court, a mixon North Ninth street, last evening. Kentucky avenue.
American artists ed docket of criminal and civil
cases
The hours were from 8:30 to 9:30
and the American drama of today'Judge
Judge Reed will enjoy a vacation
and. from 9:30 to 11:30, and the and the future
were discussed in de- i until September.
rooms were filled with guests al; ev- lightful
papers by
Miss Phillippa
The minutes today show:
ening. The house was most effective- Hughes
and Miss Ethel 'Morrow. CurMarshall against the City National
ly decorated in a color scheme of sil- i rent Topic
was presented by
Mitre bank, dismissed.
ver, white and green. lu Inc parlor
Faith ,Langstaff. It was the final
R. F. Ferguson, executor, against
•
ropes of smilax hung with tiny silver
eeting until autumn.
Macf). Ferguson, judgment for a
bells and incandesceut
I
lights exMrs. Frank S. Scott will entertain sale of property
filed.
tended. from the corners of the room ,the
club and their friends with an
S. L. against W. E. Matlock, judgto the chandelier in the center. From
Informal reception at her home this ment entered
for divorce.
the chandelier was suspended 'a large
evening.
J. W. Pendley against the Illinois
silver bell and bows of white tul:e.
It is for damages to his daughter
'The mantel was banked with masses
Pretty Afternoon Affair.
Floyd Pendley for personal injuries in
of the syringe. plumotra fern and
Mrs. Osgood Bowyer, of 1209 Jef- a street car accident at
Eleventh
field daisies. The vases held graceful
ferson street, entertained very charm- Central, judgment entered
for $250.
bunches of bride roses. The reception
lugly on Thursday afternoon in hon- street and Broadway
over two years
hall and library were decorated with
the ferns., white carnations, roses and or of Mrs. Charles Fisher, of Can- ago.
Her home was beautifully
W. L. Thompson against Joe Smith,
syringe, carrying out the same climate
Unregretted.
charming color effect. In the dining decorated with palms and ferns. The judgment entered for $1k8.6.1.
May, you can not go too soon,
room the white and green idea was colors were red and green. Twelve
We have better hopes for June.
covers were laid and the table was
Marriage Licenses,
prettily
emphasized in the table decoOnce again our harp we'll tune,
Lon McKinney to Alice Coleman.
rations. The center-piece was a bas- an artistic effect in American beauTo sing the praise
Boss Ivory to Alburna Hobbs, col
ket of field daisies and ferns with the ties and smilax. The place cards
Of balmy days,
were alternanthera tied with green ored.
centers
the
of
daisies
tinted green.
May, now go your ways.
This was tied with a big bow of white and red ribbons. The geests were:
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Deeds Filed.
ribbon.
Sliver vases of flowers flank- Mrs. Charles Fearer, of Cincinnati;
-For Copeland's stable phone100 When we sang of flower
and bloom,
ed the basket and silver candelabra airs. Ella MeGlathery, Miss Ella A. • Ludlow B. Ilaynard to %V. C. Elas,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Straightway came
the day in gloow,
with green ehasied candles adeled to Puryear, Mrs. Charles S. Johnson, property at Twelfth and Trimble
Broadway. Phone 196.
Ominous as crack o' doom.
Mrs. William McMahon, Mrs. %V. J. streets, $1 and other considerations.
the charming effect.
-At a meeting of Evergreen Cir- Naughty May
.1. T. Cundiff to S. A. Williams,
Mr. a-nd Mrs. Hills received their McPhereon, Mrs. Edward P. Gilson,
cle, Woodmen of the World, last Go away
guests standing under the wedding Mrs. Harry L. Collins, Mrs. William property on Guthrie avenue, $1 and
night Mrs. Mike Isetnan made a With your
skies so gray.
bell in the parlor, They were assist- Viston Yandell, Mrs. W. M. Reed, other eon eiderations.
lengthy report on the national coned by Miss Blanche Hills, Messrs. Mrs. C. C. Rose. Miss Ethlyn Callsvention at Norfolk, Va., held this Nothing
much do you deserve,
Edwin J. Paxton and Grover Jack- si and Mr. Owen Tully rendered the
month.
Police Court.
Plats convention you unnerve
son; Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wal- delightful music.
For stealing a bushel of onions
-Fins carnations at 50c per doz- From
tradition thus you swerve,
lace, Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Rieke,
en at Branson's, 529 Broadway.
yesterday afternoon from Hal; & comHorrid May,
Dance at Park.
Mr. and Mrs. I 0. Walker, Mr. and
pany, produce dealers, on South Sec-Carbon paper that gives entire Dull
and gray.
The younger society set will have ond street. Fred Kartee was held
Mrs. Henry Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
satisfaction, and every sheet guaranover
Hope you go to stay.
Joseph Friedman. Mr. and Mrs. Ben a dance at the Wallace park pavilion for petit larceny and committed to
teed is eke Webster Mule Copy CarWeille, Mrs. May Rieke, Mrs. Milton this evening.
jail in default of a bond of $100. He
bon, handled only by R. D. Clements
Haste the dear refulgent June,
Cope.
& Ca. Phone 436.
tried to sell the oe\ns to James
Commettg, coming very soon.
Judge Fleming Gordon. of Madi- Vlaholeas, a BroadwayN fruit dealer,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Scott and
-City subscribers to the
Daily Quick our harps well sweetly tune
Dr. and Mrs. Hip. Reynolds presided sonville, was in the city yesterday.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
it is said, and had all but made the
Incorporated.
While we say:
Mrs. A. B. Sowell and daughter. sale when Patrolman Elmus Carter
at the punch bowl.
papers stopped must notify dur colFarewell May,
In the dining room were: Misses Miss Carlyne, have returned from arrested him.
lectors or make the requests direct
Better conies we pray.
Susan Wethera•ld, Helen 'Hills, Eliza- Murfreesboro, Tenn.
to The Sun ftice. No attention will'
Other eases: Mr. G. Hays, coloree,
FRANK FAIR.
beth Sinnott, Belle Cave, Lillie May
Mr. W. W. Gibson has returned breach of ordinance, dismissed; John
be paid to such orders when given
FOR RENT-Cottage $8
per
Wineteart, Marjorie Stott, Frances Helm Benton.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
Hale, catered, disorderly conduce
month.
Apply ill South Sixth.
Mrs. James Shearer, of Calley City, continued; Cecil Settle, colored, foi
--We give you better carriage and DUMA ENDS AGRARIAN DEBATE. Wallace; Mess-rs. Fred Wade, Frank
FOR RENT-O'ue front room with
Davis, Douglas Bagbv, William Dea- Ind., who .has been visiting 'Mrs. la. stealing $1.26 from an ice wagon,
better service for the money than
all conveniencies, 837 Jefferson. .
Governm
ent
Atacked
con.
for
Furthering
is given by any transfeg company in
A. Hambe of Caldwell street, has re- continued.
•
-WANTED-A good, settled white
Emigration to America.
The delightful refreshments were turned home.
America. Fine carriages for special
woman to do house work and look afan attractive emphasis of the white
occasions on short notice; also eleCARPENTERS TO MEET
Mrs. Fred Kreutzer and Niece.
M.
ter
St. Petersburg, May 31.-The pre- and green. color-motif.
ode child. R. E. Moshell, Hotel
EAT
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
at
Whitehea
'restaura
Thomas, are in Metropolis visiting
d's
nt.'
TONIGHT AT COURT HOUSE
Belvedere.
Mrs. Hills wone a beautiful gown Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Whitman.
--If you haven't time to go home liminary debate on the agrarian ques
MITCHE
LL'S
for
high-gra
de
bicyMay
31, 1907.
ONE OF TIIE prettiest small regto lunch, try Whitabead's -25 cent Hon in the lower house of parliament of white crepe de ehien elaborately
Miss Velda Simpson, of Calvert
The carpenters are to 'have the lar- cles, 326-328 South Third street.
closed today, only forty-three mon- trimmed In silver passementrie and City, has
dinner. Polite service.
gone home after visiting gest public meeting tonight at the
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled istered stallions for [service Is at Biederman's farm on the Mayfield road.
--Wedding invitations, announce- arehists voting for a continuance of lace. a costume designed for the oc- Mrs. S. B. Cross. of Eleventh street. county court house that
Johnston-Denker Coal Co.
has been
ments and every character of en- the discussion. The peasants voted casion. The pretty daughters of the
He has to be seen to be appreciated.
Miss Murrell Brown, of Madison- held in many years. This meeting is
CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, regraved work. te given careful, per- in favor of the closure. The subject house were charmingly gowned In ville, has gone home after visiting to be held to acquaint
WANTED-Permanent board be a
the public paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a,.
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. now Is in the hands of the agrarian white with touches of green and sil- 'Mrs. Frank Wahl. of Clay. street.
traveling salesman in a private famiwith the carpenters' 2 1-2 per hour
WHITE)
NORSE wanted at 1622
-Place your orders for wedding commission, whose report is not ex- ver.
Manager II. J. Jeffrey, of the Inde- increase. Mr. Harry le Cook, of Cinly, for himself, wife and son.
AdJefferson,
pected to
be
invitations at home. The San
made for several , Mr. and Mrs. Hills were the re- pendent Telephone company, next cinnati; Mr. J. D. Woods,
dress L. W., care Sun office.
is
ex-presishowing as great an assortment as months. The Social Democrats at- cipients of many handisome pieces of week will attend the
FOR
-R
ENT-ie
n %Apartment ---10
convention of dent of State Federation of Labor
THREE BEAUTIFUL Furtic[Tered
tackelehe government for furthering silver and the displey was an espe- the internat
you will find anywherC alt
ional hadevelident Tele- editor of Farmers' and Miners' Jour- Moore fiats. Apply 6147 North Sixth. front rooms for rent, separate, or
prices
emigrati
on to the United States, say- Cagily large and hearetiful one. One phone Manager
much lower than you will have to
FOR heating
s' association at Chi- nal, also ex-prestnent of the United
ring two or three together, completely
ing that such a solution of the agrar- room upstairs was devoted to the cago.
pay elsewhere.
Mineworkers District No. 23, of Kan- 437 F. Levin.
arranged for light housekeeping. All
-Messes. George Holliday and S. ian problem was Irikhly unpatriotic gifts which included a variety. of
Mr. Stokes Payne, of La Center, tucky; Mr. J. W. Adams, organizer
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Phone consiencies, 226 North Ninth street.
A. 'Willett will give a dance Wednes- In a ccuntry having extensive areas spoons, forks, a tea service and cof- was here yesterda
of United Brotherhood. of Carpenters 2361.
y on business.
LEAD ALL and follow none. For
fee set, diehes and ornaments. Mr.
day evening at the Wallace park pa- of unoccupied land.
Judge Lawrence Anderson was and Joiners of America, headquarters
QUICK MEALS at all hours, Buch- honest work and honest prices, Is
Hills who has been superintendent of
vilion complimentary to their 'many
at
St.
Louis, Mo. Local speakers of
here yesterday from Mayfleld.
harness, saddles and repair work,
friends.
OPENS WAR ON COLLEGE FRATS the Nashville. Chattanooga and St. Ex-Sheriff J. H. Little, of Marshall note will be present to address the anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
etc.,
call at Parlucah Harness amid
--FOit
NICE
Louis
strawber
railway
-Why will you have your carpets
ries
number
for
and
a
cherof
years county, was in Paducah yesterday, en people. A cordial invitation is extend--Saddle compans, 204 Kentucky aveand le most universally popular, was
ries phone 2673.
beaten and worn out when sou t•an President of Bradley
route from his home at Palma to ed to anyone who desires to speak on
Polytechnic
nue.
complimented 'by the conductors of
buy one package of "leartleguake"
WAN"PED--A press feeder at The
Says They Waist Students' Time.
Louisville, to attend the commence- this occasion. Everyone is invited to
MR. JAMES COLLINS, of DyersCarpet Cleaner, dint will do the work
Peoria, Ill., May 31. --President the road with a handsome chest of ment exercises of the University of attend and speak regardless of their Sun Job °Mee.
silver: and to the employes of the loof three men. The "Earthgerake" has Burgess and the faculty
burg. Tennessee, will open a blackLouisville, where his son, Thomas views. Meeting will be called to orof Bradley
SAI.E--FOR
6-foot
show case smith and horse shoeing shop at 309
cal rffice Dent an elegant silver punch
been tried in many residences and Polytechnic University
der promptly at S o'clock p. m. sharp and counter. B., care
have declared
Little, is a graduate in medicine
Sun.
'South Fourth street June 1, and asks
bow' and tray.
gives satisfaction to every one. For war on college frets
presiden
by
t
Central
of
Labor
union.
and eoroities. At
Mrs. Ed Anderson and son, Paul,
WANTED -To buy about 500-old a trial from anyone needing any thing
sale at Biederman's.
a meeting yesterday the faculty decommitt
By
ee:
are visiting Mrs. Anderson's father,
brick. Old phone 1e6•11.
--I In his line.
-.The Woman's Missionary so- cided that the chapters
Organ Red 1St I.
J. C. REAVIS.
were devoting
Mr. Duke, at Farmington.
ciety of the First Baptist church
WANTED--Poeilion as collector' WANTED-- At
The
organ reveal given last evenwill too muetr time to their personal
CEO. WATTS.
once, arst-class
Mrs. W. H. Richards, of Mayfield.
meet with the Mite society Friday pleasure and they
and solicitor. Address J, care Sun. . I man front 21 to 3 for
Methodist Is visiting her daughter, Mrs. T. H.
JOE ARTS.
were also taking ing at the Broadway
,0
good travelafternoon at 3 o'clock In the lecture in too many members
aNTrEI:
lAiy
App
to 1nF9
1-A good
k, at once. log position, one who can 'eerie City
, resulting in a church under the direction of Mrs. Trice. '----room. The postor, Rev.C.al.Thompson lessening of school
Samuel H. Winstead, the organist of
.immediately. I have a fine proposiJefferson.
Hadsum-1 want a good revolver.
Interest.
William Moore and family have
will address the meeting. All the
"It will not hurt if some of the the church, was a most delightful moved from Mayfield to Paducah.
- FAIEM-- HAND WANTED---May- tion for young teacher or scholar who
Dealer--A six-shooter?
ladies of the chrrch are requested to smart Alecks do
leave school." said and' largely attended occasion. Mrs.
Mrs. J. R. Crossley and children
idadsum-Better make it a nine- field road, Eden's hatHernard Krooss, wants summer work. For further
be present.
President Burgess, when the students Winstead was assisted by the follow- have returned to Mayfleld after vis- shobter. It's for a cat next door.-- R. F. D. No. 1. Phone 905,
particulars address J. E. Morgan,
objects'a to the proposed restrictions. ging organises: Miss Adah Brazelton, iting Mrs. C. 0, Griffin and Mrs. Joe Ally Sloper.
Vs'ANTED-To buy hem fencing. Paducah. Ky. General delivery.
Mr. C. W. Wooldirage, the
well "We cannot have the school studies of the First Presbyterian. eleirch; Marre.
Must be in good order. Old phone. GET 'OUT of the wet. ions won't
known Illinois Central pattern maker, interfered with
as they have been." Miss Connie Puryear, First Baptist
1369.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Robertson, of
IN! 80 easy to get next. year. We can
Clarence-Yo
Is seriously ill at Ilia home on Guthur
verses
are
pretty
church; Mr. Owen Tully, Grace EpisThirteenth and Trimble streets, are fair, but unfortun
rie avenue of corigestion of the bowYOU CAN get nice bundled kind- use 500. Highest wages; steady emately
copal
"Pericle
church,
s"
In
organ
solos
and
as
THE INN TO BE MADE INTO
visiting In Cairo.
doesn't rhyme with "miracles."- ling at Johnston-Denker Coal cornpa-'ployment guaranteed. Transportation
els. He was taken ill yesterday mornaccompanists. Mrs. Chamblin SimpHA NI)6051E .4.1'A RTNI ENTS
Mr. Carl Puryear returned from Clevelan
ing about 10 o'clock,. and today is
ny. Telephone 203.
advanced to machinists having firstson, of Dyersburg, Tenn.: Mrs. Lela
d Leader.
Chicago
----morning
this
.
class references. We positively make
reported but slightly better.
Wade Lewis, Misees Julia Scott,
FOR RENTThird
floor
over
Dr. J. G. Brooks is having plane
Miss betha Puri ear went to JackMr. Ben Griffith returned today
no charge in any way, mahner. shape
BAKED CRAWFISH
drawn to convert The Inn into flats, Anne Bradshaw, Nella Hatfield, and son, Tenn., today to visit.
arid
pigs Frank Just's barber shop, t1.7 N 4th
from school in Hopkinsville to spend
Messrs.
Richard
Secret,
Robert
D.
feet served for free Nivel at Atlantic St. Apply F. H. Fishes-, Post Office. i or form for securing jobs for machinand the work will probably be comMr.
Adams.
H.
L.
SmithJan
of
d,
is
Macidillen. and
his vacation.
[she Address with references. The
Robert Scott sang
saloon Saturday nlizlit
BC(711ANAN'S Restaurant
Come by and
pleted in two months. The Inn was
in the city on business.
open
try them.
.lay and night, 219 Kentucky aye- National Metal Trade Assolation,
formerly the Metiers' home, and Is very delightfully and with artistic efPolice Lieutenant Thomas Potter
Cincinnati, Ohio.
nue.
one of the handsomest residences In fect. Quite an ovation was given Mas- returned
this morning front l'eexingter Bernard Kavanagh. Jr.,
in
his
Paducah. With its handsome, large
ton,
WANTE
where
D-A wt ite cook, good
he took a negro girl to
taking solo, "Cross Your Heart" and
The speculator had concluded to
Yard it will be an Ideal apartment
wages paid, 115 South Seventh
he was forced to respond to an en- the house of reform,
leave Wall street.
house. The plans are for four apartstreet.
Mr.
Rule
Veal
went
this
Benton
to
core.
free-will
A
collectio
n of over $20
Special Sale of 100-Piece German Diu ments, two on each floor, and they
"Tired o' the game?" they asked
morning on business.
and taken after the recital.
WHEN in w hurry, go
-tii Buchan: him.
will be modern in all details.
For
Diener Sets, Regular Price $22.
Mrs. W. H. Pool, of South Sixth
in's restaurant, 119 Kentucky avefurther information and rental rates
street, went to Stuart county, Tenn.,
"Well, 1.1.rd of being the game'
nue, for your lunch.
Card Party at Emery Home,
apply to Dr. J. G. Brooks.
this morning to visit he: parents.
he
admitted.-Philadelphia Ledger.
Mrs.
Margaret
Is.
Emery and Miss
FOR RENT-A six-room cottage,
Now Only $15.98
Mesdames Margaret flarkett and
419 Monroe
Modern conveniences
-Special PIMP of all Trimmed May Ferriman entertained very de Edward Yardwoot
i. crf Evansville. are
lightfully at cards yesterday afterApply to 2.33 North Fourth.
Last October we placed an import Hats Saturday at Mrs. Chapin's, 2141
113 S. Second St.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
noon
at
their
home,
&On
Jefferson
FOR7 SALE-Handsome mission
order for some very handsome 100- Broadway.
Weikel,
Broadwa
of
y
street. The first prize was a pretty
entree Owner leaving the city
Phones 805
piece German China Dinner Sets,
Attorney Jake -Corbett. of Wickhand
-embroid
ered
shirtwaist
and
Sometimes you see a VrfIrtl$111 who
Phone 103.
to be delivered this coming fall,
was won by Mrs J. M. Worten. Mrs. liffe, is In the city.
McNeilly
Your
wants
Mr.
.
of
it.
A.
in
this
Corinth,
b It through a mistake on the part looks pretty when she is angry.
line
can
WANTED-- efouse glee
William Marble captured the lone
white;
Miss., is In the city. Mr. McNeill is
be filled here where you will
of the foreign manufacturers they
stood wages, good home to the right
a brother of Mrs. John U. Robinson.
find everything for the hunoarty. Ring 9I3-a.
were shipred immediately and just
A KICK COMING.
gry at the lowest
Mr. John Sinnott. who is 111 at his
possible
c.true in a day or two ago. ArrivGASOLINE LAUNCH for hire to
g.
home, 228 North street, Is some betprices with expert sale people
small parties. Licensed operator. New
ing at this time, such a shipment
ter today.
to wait on you. We always
phone 344: old phone 2540.
overstocks Us a good deal and, when
have these spesial sales on
Miss Reuter, Cobb, who is at the
FOR Regt
t'Ie circumstances were explained,
Newly decorate-el
Riverside hospital, where she underSaturday
with
premium
part ments. Modern improvements.
the manufacturer agreed to give its
went an operation for appendicitis
cheske with each purchase.
liecht Apartments, 511 Adants.
a. substantial price reduction of
on Wednesday night. Is resting comIt
Sugar
Ms
which we are going to give you the
5'ec
SHORT ORDER a specialty at
fortably today.
Page's restaurant, 119 South Third
benefit. We bought them to sell
Dark Sugar 4 lbs.
Mr. Clarence Ellithorpe, formerly
2•5c
;t rest.
for $22, but until we get the stock
Of the Illinois Central, but now vePatent Flour, bag
710e
rb:ling In Oklahoma, is visiting In
down to normal again the price will
FOR SALE -Or trade for buggy
White as Snow Lard 2 eetb
the city.
be only $15 911
horse, Bay mare heavy In foal
for
26c
colleThese seta come in four different
t:id stable. 419 Jefferson street.
Tea, pkg, with spoon .... Sc.
elmventi
Cali
For
ogg.
floral deeoratinna, lined with gold,
POR-THE ()FAT sandwiehes,eVire
Coffee. Broadway special, 3
The Republicans of the city of pa
ind hot tamale& call at ill 1-2
and all of them dainty ea ran te,
pounds
5g/e
•
ditcah, Ky., are hereby called to meet
;oath Third street.
They are first quality, medium
in mama convention at.the city hall In
Fresh Bread, Mothers and
weight German China, perfectly
roR RnNT-tilee three-room cotCream, 6 loaves
the thy of Pwdueah, Ky.. on Thurs25e
glazed -different from the kind you
tage', 1100 South Fourth street. Ap
day, June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock P. at.
Vineeer, qt.. bottle
lWic
could ordinarily buy for the same
for the purpose of selecting candiply to S. A. 11111,11102 South Fourth
Mead Hire 3 tbs.
2.54$
money because the decorations are
or telephone 964.
dates for all of the city offices that
Wbite•Cooked Rive 2 Ma Ine
are to be filled at the election in
tinder the glaze and ernn't wash off
M FAN Our Illustrated catalogue
rle•-•emher, the price Is
November, 1907.
Pretzels, pkg,
1 fle
explains how we tetteh bitterer trade
FRANK BOYD, Chairman.
$15
Cream Cheese, lb. .1
n few weeks, mailed free. Meier
20e
C. W. MERRIWICATHER, Sec
Th. Lawyor (drafting Mr. Snarler's last will and testament): "Oh, but II
Barbet College, St. 1,oula, Mo.
Brick Cheese,20e
may make • suggigstoon, don't you"------ri
gt -C
1$0
lemberger, lb.e'er
moil' of all Tel
ed
Mr. Snarlor: "Hang It all, who's dying-you or me. Iggq^
3.9 BRO4DWAY
street.
bet
Iseurth and Fifth.
5'
irate flaturtley lit Mrs. chapin'e, 2141
Meal, peck .
I5c
Modern
ente. Apply 43$1 S.
iiroastwa2.
Sixth. Ring 1191.

p 4Co.

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS I
dri-dedr-r. .r4

TackleHart

1

More 'trews for

Yridaq

1

Special display of Ladies' Extra
Quality Gauze Hose for summer.

I

25e Quaint(

0
, 4
P:i1;47
41N

If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHING TACKLE
At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions---the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

3 LOCAL NEWS t

1

6E0. 0. HART& SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

saa---stovewooit

1,

NOAH'S ARK

Great Southern Tea
and Coffee Co.

•

only....

98

NOAH'S ARK

Box office open at
the Kentucky theater
Saturday mornin
June 1, Orom 9 to 12
o'clock for the sale
of tickets for Liebling
concert, when advance tickets may be
reserved also.
Greatest m U si c a 1
event of the season.
The eminent composer and pianist will
present a varied and
brilliant program.
Tickets: Students
75c, public $1.00.
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Will J. Gilbert's euretsite
Will J. Gilbert, the .enterprising
druggist, rather than await the ordi
nary methods Of introduction, urged
the Dr. Howard Co. to so'ure a quick
sale for their specific for the cure of
constipation and dyspepsia by offering the regular Ate' bottle at half
River stages.
price.
Cairo
22.6 0.0 st'd
HAT we show in our large variety of
The wonderful success of this plan Field is Completely tovered chatcanooga
4.4 0.1 fall
Snits, Furnishings, Hats and Caps
was a great surprise e‘en to Will J.
Cincinnati
20.6 4.9 fall
by Agents Everywhere.
Gilbert, and today there are scores
for Boys represents the selected best styles of
Ecansville
14.0 0.7 rise
of pectple here in Paducah who are
•
Florence
3.3 0.3 fall
the most renowned makers of each, in the reusing and praising this remarkable
Stniw Hat cleaner for 5e and
5.9 0.6 fall
Johnsonville
lines. And the novelties we show
spective
remedy.
8.1 0.7 rise
Business Has Received Impetus In Louisville
clean your last summers' hat
you positively cannot find elsewhere
here
you
In addition to selling a 541c. bottle
Mt. Carmel
7.9 01 fall
Last Few Years and Dealers
eight times, it will look good of Dr. Howard's specific for 25c.
in Paducah. We eater with the utmost care
Nashville
9.0 0:2 fall
Scour the Cities.
Will J, Gilbert has so much faith in
Pittsburg
4.7 2.7 fall
to the Boys' wants. That we show more
as new each time.
the remedy that he will refund the
St, Louis
14.9 0.2 fall
l money to
varieties is to encompass every taste and thus
anyone whom it does not
Mt. Vernon
13.3 0.4 rise
'cure.
serve you to your greatest personal satisfacHOUSEWIVES ARE THE AGENTS Pad uoah
12.9 0.1 fall
When your head aches, your atomtion.
Ash does not digest food easily and
Seven tows of coal with about 2,This
Week We Call Your Special Mien. •
naturally,
when
there
is
constipation,
000,000 bushels left Pittsburg
on
Drug Store.
What does the scrap iron man sig- the
specks before the eyes, tired feeling,
crest of the rise, which reached
lion lo the Items Mentioned Below:
giddiness, bad taste in the mouth, nify?
9.9 feet at Davis Island dam. The
Sole agent fluyler's Candy.
Is the marked effort made now to River
coated
tongue, heartburn, sour
Coal company sent out the
Something entirely new are the juvenile Teddy
stomach, roaring or ringing in the collect the small scrap of metal a Josh Cook, James Moretti, Iron Age
Eastman Kokaks,
sign of prosperity or a sign of scar- and Rival.
Belts,
which Come in red and brown with double
ears,
melancholy
and
liver
troubles,
River Coal company sent
Rexall Remedies.
buckles at 2.50.
lir Howard's specific will cure you. city; and if it is a sign of scarcity, out the Josh A. R. Budd; the PeoIf it does not, it will not coat you a does that, mean we are exhausting ple's Cowl company sent out the CresWe have for your inspection a superb line of
our resources and must husband our cent, and the United Coal company
real
Boys' Blow& Waists with collars attached or made
supply even to the point of using it the Helen White. The River Coal
with plain neck band. They come In white and
again and again?
compact) will send out the Ed Robfancy patterns at 50c, The and $1.00.
In Paducah, in every town and erts with a tow today.
Our showing of crash caps and bate for Boys is
city, there are one or more large
May on the rivers has been generalby far the handsomest and most attractive we
scrap iron dealers and these dealers ly a fair inenth for ,business. Bur
have an organization for collecting weather so bad that -even the heaven
have ever had the pleasure of showing. The
that allows very small fast in cast-off spent most of the month weepins
Teddy Hats and Sailors are made of white duck
Cleans Straw Hats and
metals. This organization frequent- over it, has cut into the volume og
and gray crash, while the caps are made of gray,
West Broadway. Good Investment
causes trouble for the police de- 'traffic heartlessly, The
Kentucky
blue, brown and white washable materials with
Panama's,cleans and presses property fronting WO feet on Broad- ly
partment. It practically is limitless came, in :est night with a big lot of
vizor. Some of them are embroidered
leather
way and running back 165 feet to al- In the number of persons
employed. scrap iron, showing to what length
Ladies' and Men's clothes. ley,including
while others are plain They are priced at 25e,
three houses renting for Every boy that knows that scrap metshippers have been _reduced tee.
51c and 75e.
Called for and del.veried $61 per month. If you want a good als are an immediate source of rev- month, as scrap iron- is not shipped
proposition for investment call at enue to him. This idea has spread except in dule times with the packBoys' Belts in black, gray and brown-excellent
in covered wagon.
our office or use the telephones.
values at 23c.
and is spreading until the housewife, ets. More than seven times as much
Beautiful two, knows the same fact; and be- rain fell this month than foil in May
West Jefferson street.
4 Weasel Pop Gun free with each
ten room residence on lot fronting tween the boys and the housewives, of 1906. In that mouth only .68 inchSATISFACTION
Jefferson street 100 feet, with fine a system of taking care of the here- es fell, while this month, 7.70 inches
Boys' Suit.
GUARANTEED shade trees and attractive grounds. A tofore waste in metals, has grown were registered. The river has kept up
'delightful home for $6.5410.
up which makes the sight of old iron well, the stage of 12.9 this morning
hf
North Sixth. Brick residence of 6 rare.
being the lowest reached in the
Club Membership $1 per rooms, 2 halls, 4 porches, sewerage, The scrap iron dealer keeps the in- month, and the highest of 30.9 was
OUTftITUI
with attractive 9-room cottage on terest up. His wagons are haunting reached a little past the middle of
month.
aro BffY S
back end of lot .57 feet 9 inches by every alley and side street. Even if the mouth. All the 'packets are sun3"eee titliOADOIS41
jf
173 feet to alley. This is a corner the particular housekeeper does not ning.
lot and admirably situated. Large know that the cast offff stove part or
The City of Memphis is running in
U;satabllesheeel 1868
rooms, thick walls and substantial grate, is marketable, the watchful the St. Louis end Commerce trade
/
S. E. BASISERGER, Prop.
/construction make this an attractive eyes of the collector find them out Captain Sims having finally abandon'proposition at $3$00. We would and she has-an offer made to buy.ed the Missouri river trade.
Both Phones 1507.
exchange this property for a good six them. She sells at almost any-price,
St. Louis sent a blg trip of freight
room residence worth less mosey up- because in the past she has looked to Tennessee river points on the SaALL POWER ASSUMED BY KING. the dissolution of
upon such as litter; a few cents for vannah this week. That packet aron payment of difference in value.
parliament.
EXCELLENT SHOOTING
The legitimate party, it is reportTwo-story iron worth several hundred per cent died this morning and left in s few
Fourth and Clark.
•
AT G1TN (1.111"siftisTING.
Vortuguese
Parliament
May
Not
Be
hours for the Tennessee river.
ed, has decided to send'an envoy to
frame residence with eight rooms and more, seems a windfall to het.
Iteconveued fot Three Team
At a praetice slioot held at t'.1( fair reception hall, sewerage, bath, etc.
Of course scrap iron dealers have
confer with the pretender to the Port,
The Enos Taylor will be repaired
ground range. yesterday 'afternoon We are requested to
uguese throne, Duke Michael, of Brasubmit offers. always existed hut the business has on the dry docks and not on the ways
many marksmen were Out and some
Lisbon, May 31.-The abso/s1st gatiza.
MAY BE PRESERVED AS MOM'.
Harrison. Frame residence of 7 had an unusual impetus in the last as reported yesterday.
Is-excellent shooting was done. The
regime is now in full operation in
MEW TO DOMESTIC VIRTUE.
Lumber and scrap iron were the
rooms large pantry. hall, front and few years. The explanation probabclub will meet again in a short time
Portugal. King Charles signed
Fell From Fast Train; Unhurt.
side porches, porcelain bath, sewer- ly is found in the fact that iron furn- principal items in the freight bills of
to permanently organize and
will
number of decrees today granting
Waterloo, In., May 31.--- The fiveage connection, hot and cold water, aces have orders a year ahead. When- the Kentucky on the arrival this trip.
doubtless move to Wallace park with
subsidies and increasing the salaries year-o:i- son cf a woman named Kate
servant's house, shade trees and mag- ever the demand for iron becomes as The Kentucky will leave Saturday eva range.
Tentative ,..lman Suggested at Canton of civil servants, etc.
strong as it is now, the prevention of ening for the Tennessee river.
Kartinelli fell out of' a car window
nolias in yard. Price $2.500.
Which May Be Put Into Final
It is reported that the king intends on the Illinois Central limited westIt was 1 o'-lock last night before
Harahan Addition. Lots varying waste through careful collection of
Execution.
to confer with Premier Franco re- bound train running 50 'miles an
from $700 to $1,00.0, according to second-baud or scrap iron always fol- the Peters Lee arrived from Memgarding the question whether
lows. The mines have difficulty in phis on the way to Cincinnati.
the hour, last night, between Peosata
size and location.
sovereign has authority to govern and Eyweetle eretlie „hie mother was
the
Tee John Hopkins did not arrive
Fountain
avenue and Monroe supplying the furnaces, and
for three years without parliament. asleep. The child was found unhurt
street. High slid dry lot 5ex lee to steady stream of old iron that flows until 7 o'clock last night from EvansCanton, Ohio. May 34 -.Canton
Srtained relations between
into Pittsburg and the other centers, ville. The Joe Fowler was the EvansKing on the tracks at 5 o'clock this mornalley. Price $650.
citizens today discussed methods of Charles and i„he Portuguese parlia- ing.
from every part of this count:3' down ville packet today.
Fountain avenue.
Frame rest50xto a mine.te sub-division. reaches a
A bargellof coal was towed down to preserving the McKinley home Intact. ment hay eexisted for some time and'
deuce of five rooms and hall, lot
,
The Evening littn-tOc, a week.
i tonnage total that would astound the Joppa fromM the Pittsburg Coal corn- The idea is to make a second Mt. Ver were brought to a head May 11 by
16.0 to alley, beautiful lecation
norm and
pato's docks today by the T. H. Da- non where the funiture and gifts
public.
grounds. Price $3,000.
and statuary of the McKinleys may 11111111111181111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I
In times of panic, when wealth has vis.
Suburban home site, high above
be preserved, as have those of WashThe
Scotia
left
this
morning
for
everything near Paducah, and ecsn- decreased until the per capita is low, the Tennessee
river after .
1 cmber and ington at the famous American mecpeople
wear
their
clothes
longer
and
mending a magnificent view, embracca.
bring out cast-off clothes to meet the ties.
ing 32 acres, $3,200.
Only tentative methods have as yet
The
Georgia
Lee
wi:1
Saturarrive
We give special attention to locat- demand that scarcity brings. Some of day afternoon from Cincinnati on the been considered, but there is an in
ing home-seekers. We have a list of the activity in collecting old iron way down to Memphis.
dication that a definite movement to
may beadue to the fact that enottgh
:choice homes in the most select part
Stanley Futrell, the celebrated riv- keep the McKinley home and Its con.iron cannot be supplied unless waste
,of the city. If you are a home-seektents as they are today as a memois prevented, and the iron not in use er clerk, has returned to the city afer you need to have a little heart to
rial of the home life of the departed
ter
a
business
trip
to
Murray.
,is re-converted, into forms that can
heart talk with us. Both phones 127.
The D:ck Fowler had a fair trip in president and wife and a place where
be utilized. Car loads of iron of evTrimble street. Something pretty
pilgrims will gather, may take shape
the Cairo trade this mqrning.
ery description, leave Paducah every
and convenient in five room cottage
The Chattanooga finally left yes- soon. The city may purchase the
week. Horse shoes play a large part
property or it may be a gift from
with necessary out buildings on lot'
terday afternoon for Chattanooga.
in these shipments. The better met•
4Sx1GS to alley.
Five pieces were handled at the ma- relatives and friends.
The house isi als, copper,
braes and lead find an
rine ways yesterday, three boats and
20,000 at McKinley Grave.
beautifully papered. in perfect conequally ready market and at better
two barges.
For the first time since the burial,
dition, has bath, pantry and latticed prices.
thohch the prices paid by junk
of the McKinley dsildren their graves
back porch. Price $2,0e141.
dealers are always low. The scarcity
I s the easiest to operate, the most
were decorated by other hands than
North
Third
street.
Frame
resiA
Significant
lerayer.
of copper wire, according to the press
durable and economical on the
"May the lord -help you make Buck. those of their mother. The little
market. The automatic oiler is a dence of eight rooms, double front dispatches, will necessitate the telestrong feature and it has many porch, two stories, upper and iower phone and telegraph companies going en's Arnica Salve known to all." mounds had placed on them a dozen
carnations each. On the graves of
other points you will like. Each
hall, large back porch, newly papered hack to iron wire. With this condiwrites J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, tIkeir father and mother, nearby were
engine Is guaranteed by the manu- and painted, sewerage, porcelain
facturers, largest comxtrn of its bath, city and cistern water, stable tion, the demand will stimulate Be. .1, C. It quickly took the pain out of also simple floral tributes. More thrill
collection of every piece of copper a felon for me and cured it in a wonkind in the world. Call at 407 S.
20,000 persons viewed the floral
and other out buildings. Lot 50x173 not now in use, and the situation will
Third street and see them.
derfully short time." Best on earth pieces arranged In front of the vine
feet. $3,4140.
be relieved appreciably by this sysfor sores, burls and wounds. 25c covered vault In *estiawn cemetery
Jefferson street. Two-storv frame tematic prevention of waste
Proswhich now holds the caskets of Presresidence with 12 rooms, bath, trunk perity often brings prodigality, but at all druggists
ident McKinley and wife.
rooms, hot and cold water, gas and in this country the prosperity is so
electric lights, latticed back porch. 2 great' that it is necessary to be ecotree Sun went adv, for results.
.
WANT Gl7NBOAT HANDY
halls, hard wood finish, best condi- nomical in order to supply the deTO PROTECT AMERICANS.
tion. Lot 50x165 to alley. including mand.
large stable and other out house's.
In their efforts to reap benefit
Situated close to business section. An from this condition, much stealing of
Washington, Mae 81.--The aavY
department has cabled Instructions
excellent location for a boarding both cast off and valuable iron and
house. Price $6.000.
to the commander of the United
metals is going on 'by persons who
States gunboat Helena, which arrived
1Vest Broadway. The prettiest cot- sell to the junk dealers. Silver men
tage on West Broadway Is in our lose more rope from this cause than
at Fouchow, China, a few days ago,
to return at once to Amoy, the nearhands for sale. It fronts 100 feet on any other. Long, highly expensive
est port to the scene of the armed
Broadway and runs back 165 feet to rope is stolen and cut up into short
The following reduced rates
uprising against the Chinese lora!
alley. You would be delighted to see lengths to sell to the junk dealers.
are announced:
Officers. The purpose of this move
Los Angeles, Cal.-Electric ,the convenient arran4ement of tke The nation ought to learn a lesson in
ment is to have a warship available
house, the beautiful grounds and the economy 'from the systematic preMedical Association, June 8th
not only to protect Americans but
vention of waste now going on under
superior
finish
and
construction
of
15th; limit August 31st.
all foreigners in Kwang-Tung Koethis residence. It has private sew- the stimulation of high prices, superNoand trip, 160.50.
hler. In case the rebellion threaten"
erage, porcelain bath, hot and cold induced by unparalleled prosperity.
Richmond, Va., round trip
to get beyond control of the local ite
water,
large
porches
both
front
and
$16.80. Swede' train
will
thorltiee. Alreaely a Gorman and a
hack, four cabinet mantels.
Price MANY PEOPLE ARE HURT
leave Paducah about noon
British warship have been dispatched
WIlES frIA)011 COLLAPSES
IN
1'3,500.
ADDITION
May 28, currying through
--to Annoy and Canton, respectively.
West Jefferson. Eight-room resisleepers to Richmond, account
To our new goods, we are
Wlikenbarre, Pa., May 31.- At the
dence on West Jefferson not far from
now receiving, we have in
Confederate reunion.
laying
of
the
cornerstone
of
St.
MaWRECK TRAIN WRECKED
Fountain avenue, bath
and toilet
ry's
stock
Greek
yesterday
some bargains in second
REPLACE. ITSEIAF.
Catholic
church
Ky.--Account of
separate, double floors, hardwood
Spring Meeting-Jockey Club
hand pianos, slightly, used
-flnieh, concrete porch. Lot 52x155 afternoon,' temporary flooring collapsed, precipitating about 60 perThe unusual sight of a railroad
and but little abused, at
-$6.95 roued trip, May 6, reto alley. Price $4,600.
cions into the cellar 12 feet below.
wrecking
outfit "wrecking" itself,
tempting
prices
and
turning May 7; $C1.95 round
attractive
West Jefferson street. Vacant lots
For an hour the utmost excitement
wee
seen
In
the Padusah yards this
terms; including
trip, May 4, good returning
on Jefferson street east of Fountain
prevailed. The erreams of" those In
morning. The big steel, steam deravenue are hard to find
June 9; May 5-11-18-22-2.5Owners the wreckage and the groans from
Knabe
rick ear was ordered out to the
don't want to sell, but we have a the injured
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
Kingsbury.
could be heard for a
Nashville division to pick up several
very large lot km the heart of the Ineet block sway. [Alders were
days.
secured
tirunewald.
derailed cars. Engine No. 833, one
section ot Jefferson that we ran sell from neighboring factories and with
Cairo, ill., Thursday, Mee,
Ellington.
of the biggest type of engines on the
yon for $1.50.0. If you want a first- the aid of the police, the Injured were
30. Swede] excursion
train
'syStetn. In charge of Engineer Jack
Players
clam location call and ere UR,
leaves Paducah at 9 a, tn.,
removed from their perilous position.
Rucker, took her out. Just after
Some were able to walk
The player piano a Speround trip $1; returning leave
to their
the start every wheel of the big mohomes, while others were removed to
cialty.
Cairo 10 p. m., same date,
gul left the mile and the big steel
the hospitals in senbulaacee. Among
ear had to be brought into play to
Delighted to show them:
Por information, apply to:
ugst4.4tatism: AND 1NscitAs6m. the injured were six priests.
replace its own engine.
"Come in again." _
'ity Ticket Office, Fifth and
-------- - ---------Broadway or Union. Depot.
ROTH PHOKIIM 127.
Allee--"And she tefused him after
I ("What hepasein in theeehird act
•
J. T. DONOVAN,
all the encouragement she gave him?'
"The hero and the villain have
•
Mat "Well, It is fortunate that
Agt ('ity Ticket Cffice
dual."
A lot of %Innere. ry sympathy Is wr, do
not have to marry every one
N.M. PRAT111111,
"An)ltewhiq gets the worst of it?"
wisted on (Ad
lore and r01"1",to whom we give
1418 Broadway.
Agent Union 1)epOt
stacouragement."4 "The niidepee"- Cleveland Leadtars.
(Brooklyn Life.
m4O111111111111111111111111011,
er,
I

SCRAP METAL IS
GRRAT INDUSTRY

Eight New Straw Hats For

3 1-k Each

;3eidoyekr#0,3

(;et a 25c paikage of

W

F,LKAY'S

McPHERSON'S

FAULTLESS
PRESSING CLUB

..FOR SALE..

iXW

FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB

KINLEY'S HOME

1

This Gasoline Engine

Try a

L. L. NELSON

fiAS STOVE

4

You will never
regret it.

:i.rwr

from $75.00 Up

if. C. HOLLINS

W. T. Miller & Bro.

d Power Col
The Paducah Light&
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You Open Your Mouth
Lite a young bird and gulp down whatever food or medicine may be offered you?
Iftell".1.11
V
.11.81.11"8""ellie
— Or,do you want to know something of the
MISTAKEs 01" AUTHORS.
composition snd character of that which
you take into your stomach whether as
:
/
1
411,24:*K.1
,
4441.
- 1.•Wal+.1.,'.."..,.:-1
The first 1..misite of a good
.
-7
..,-WrIall
food or medicine?
mother is r• si uealth, and the exMust intelligent and sensible people
Inaccura
perience
cies
cf authors could be
of maternity should not he
now-a-days Midst on knowing what they
approached without careful physical
the subject of an article of great inemploy whether as food or as medicine.
preparat
ion,
as a woman who is in
Dr. Pierce believes they have a perfect
terest if anyone with an observing
Over
good physical cond.tion transmits to
right to insist awn such knos ledge. So lie
eye eheuld read the magazines with
her ehildren the blessings of as good
publishes, • dealt and on each bottlethat purpose. A local doctor was readconstitution.
wr er, wha
Asabsar of —11s• Master Mummer" A Prince of sinners."
eines are made of
ing
a
story
by
Jack Loudon in one of
"Mysterious Mr.
Preparation for healthy mater'ties i
an
fee
Sabin.' "Anna Use Adyenrureas.- Sicthe magazines not long ago and a
nity is accomplished by Lydia E.
he can e
ord
glaring inaccuracy in the use of a
Pinkhana's Vegetable Compound.
which his medicines
nts
Copyright, I
which is made from native roots and
Lumber, Brick, ('cutest, Lead, Paper, drug, caught his professional eye. The
1905. by UTTLE. BROWN. so4 COMPANY.
are ma e are studi, an un erstood tee
herbs, more successfully than by any
Plaster, Among Those Things
nioteevtil Thu-ir superior curalrie vIttuef
story ran along in the London style
other
medicine because it gives tone
tErl
and for present purposes had gotten[
We Must Pay Nloru For.
and strength to the entire feminine
or the cure of woman's peculiar weakdown to where two thieves who had
organis
m, curing displacements. ulnesses, irregularities and derangements,
stolen valuable jeweiry. were each
(Continued from Yalittirdg7.)
MRS.JAME S CHEST
ceration and intiammatien, and the
giving rise to frequent headaches, backER
suspicious of the other's attitude to- 4
result is less suffering and more
ache, dragging-down pain or distress in
children
healthy at h'rth. For more
OTHER
CHAIM:It XXXV1.
than
ARTICLES
thirty
years
lower abdominal or pelvic region, accomAFFECTED ward himself. Unknowingly
each
T was perhaps as well for Andrew
struek on the satue plan to rid himpanied, ofttimese.with a debilitating,
pelvic, catarrhal drain and kindred sympself of his pal and the drug they used
Pelham that be could not see
toms of weakness, Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Phyllis' look as she entered the
was strychnine. London characterishas been the standby of American
mothers in preparing for childbirth.
Prescription is a most efficient remedy.
.room: An English gentleman, she
Chicago, May 31.— The new offi- tically has them sitting at a tabie
Notewhatairs JamesChester.of4e7 W. nth St.,
It is equally effective in curing painful
letter:—Dear Mrs.^Pinkham:-"I wish every expectaNew 'York says in this
cial freight classification No. 30 for each eating meat which the other
periods, in giving strength to nursing had been told, was waiting to see her, PRESID
nt mother knew about
had
ENT ROOSEVELT
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoun
WILL the control of railroads in
mothers and in preparing the system of and she had thought of no one but
the Central poisoned wee the strycaulne, but
of its great value at this trying period d. A neighbor who had learned
MAKE STOPS ON MISSISSIPPI.
the expectant mother for baby's co
Duneombe. It was true that she had
Freight
of
a
woman's
both
associat
thinkin
life urged me to try
ion will be filed with
g that his meat was all
thuterendering childbirth safe and
It and I did so. and I cannot say
enough
the interstate commerce commission right. They died within a few minutes
pante vel y painless. The"Favorite e- sent him away, but only an hour ago
I recovered quickly and am in the best in regard to the good it did me.
of
health
now."
scription is a most potent, strengthening the marqpis had told her that her
this week and will become effective of each other. Now strychnine Is
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoun
d is certainly a successful
.tordc to the genera) system and to the emancipation was close at hand. He,
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses
Cairo and Memphis Will Reach Two August 1. It is not as drastic as the several times bitterer than quinine,
organs distinctly feminine in particular. too, might
and ailments of women.
have had a hint. The little
It
has
cured
revision
and
almost
of
if
seven
stryc•lin
It is eltio a soothing and invigorating
ever&
years
ine
had
form of Female
ago, which
been sprinkled
States End', and That Must
tions, Weak Beek, Failing and Displace Complaints, Dragging Sensanervier) and cures nervous exhaustion, smile, however, died away from her
by an advance of 10 per cent, on in the quantities that London
ments. Inflammation, ['leershad
Suffice.
eons and Organic Diseases of Women
nervous prostration, neuralgia, hysteria, lips as she saw who it was whe waitmore
and is
than 3,000 articles caused a written, on meat, the first taste of it
spasms. chorea or St. Vitus's dance, and ed for her with such
Childbirth and during the Change of Life. invaluable in preparing for
manifest
Impafuror from one end of the country would have caused an expectorating
other distressing nervous symptoms at- tience.
tendant upon functional and organic disto the other, but the tendency Is up- match. And as for sitting up an com"You, Andrew!" she exclaimed in
eases 'if the dietlnatly feminine organs.
Women suffering from any form of female
`Washington, slay 31.— In his trip ward, as might have been expected. placently eating meat so treated, it
W
• ness are invited to
A bust of medical authorities of all the amazement. "Why, however
write Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass bier
did you down the Mississi
In the new classification there are hardly would have been possible for
several schools of practice, recommend find
advice is free.
ppi
river
early
in
me out?"
each of the several Ingredients of which
3,260
changes, of welch 2,306 are ad- the Stoic or American Indian with
October, President Roosevelt will
lie took both her hands in his. 'The
^Favorite Prescription" is made for the
make stops in only four states. Ac- vances ranging, from 3.000 to 6,000 their cultivated disdain of physical
cure of the diseases for which it is claimed look upon his face was transfig
uring.
cording to ,his itinerary he will em- pounds in the minimum weights for suffering. This doctor wrote to the
to be a cure. You may read what they
"At last! At last!" he exclaimed.
altY for Yourself by sending a postal card
bark at some place in Iowa, not yet carload shipments, lieG additions, editor of the magazine and enclosed
',Never
mind
how I found you out!
request for a fres booklet of extracts
nine erasures, 39 reinetions, and GO a strychnine tablet, one-sixtieth of a
from the leading authorities, to Dr. It. V. Tell me, what does it all menu?" Are determined upon and will stop on the
way down at St. Louis, Cairo, and advances in rates caused by changes grain, asking him to taste it to see
Pierce. Invalids' Hotel and Surgical In- you here of your
own free will?"
stitute, Buffalo. N. le,and it will come to
Memphis. Although the Mississippi in the classification and the- cancel- whether any flight of imagination
"Absolutely!" Abe answered.
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full
you by return post.
could use such a drug as the story
particulars. Special '
washes a small portion of the shore lation of commodity tariffs.
"It was you at Runton?"
SUMME
R DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured
The
writer
cancella
had
of
tion
usedit.
of commodity tarNo answer came,
Kentucky, the stop at Cairo will
"Yes."
or MoNRIP RACE
Open Meeting at Court House.
iffs and making the articles subject
"Under
false name—with a man practically be tantamount to visiting
This evening at the county court
to
classification affected Go commoHe Fought at Gettysburg.
the Blue Grass state, for it is just
house the Carpenters' union will hold who committed robbery!"
across the river from Paducah and deties, and the general advance in
David Parker, of Fayette, N, Y.,
She
shrugge
d
her
shoulder
s
a
little
an open meeting and several promieasily reached by Kentuckians via rates caused by tile changes in the who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes: (Itteurpotaitell.)
wearily.
Collews. IN years' success.
nent apeakers will address the asthe Ohio •river, Memphis is similarly minimum weights and classification "Electric Bitters have
"My
dear
Andrew.
done me mere
" she said, "I will
.1\0. F._,DRACGHON, Pres.
sembly. The meeting is held to fully
is
less
than
G per cent. The rates and
situated, being on the Mississippi
good than any medicine I ever took PADUCAH, 314 Broadnay, or Evansville, St.
explaln the stand taken by the strik- admit that I have been doing all man- river and easily
minimu
Louis or Memphis.
for
ms
dressed
beef
and
liveaccessib
le
to
the
peoner of incomprehensible things.
ing carpenters.
For several years I had stomach
I
stock will remain intact.
couldn't explain i)verything. It would ple of Arkansas. The trip will be
trouble, and mild out much money for
Heavy Iron Rates Advanced.
Waterways .
•take too long. What I did I did for made with the Inland
Lumber, brick, cement, lead, pa- Medicate to 'Attie purpose, unell I beAppendicitis.
members of the
Guy's sake and of my own free will. commission and
Is due in a large measure to abuse of It will be all over iu a day or two now, Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep Waterway as- per, wall and stucco plaster are gan taking Electric Bitters. I would
among the prencipal commodities; af- not
take $500 for what they have
the bowels, by employing drastic pur- and we shall be crowing imeic to sociation.
fected. In the heavy iron list borings,
'Alost noted waters and baths in Americ
done for me." Grand tonic for the
gatives. To avoid all danger-, use Rayneswortb. Then I will tell you
a
car bolsters, ingot molds, old
THIll LIVE IN3URATICE
.1.1W IDEAL. PAMI
car
L,‘" RESORT
only Dr. King's New Life Pine. the talcs or our adventures which will Muddle has started the public to think- wheels and axles, pig and spiegel iron aged and for female weaknesses
make your hair stand on end."
ing. The wonderful success that has
Electric
lighted,
Stearn heated, Capacity 600 guests.%
Great alterative and body builder:
safe, gentle cleansers and ineigorat"It isn't true about Guy, then?" he met Ballard's Horehound Syrup in its were advanced about 15 per cent. in
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria,
crusade on Coughs, Influenza. Bron- rates and the minimum raised from sure cure for lame back and weak
Twenty Distinc
Ors. Guaranteed to cure headache, exclaimed.
-BAT/IS—Sulphur, hind. N'apor and Massage t Springs
chitis and all pulmonary troubles has
.
20
to
25
gross
kidneys
tons.
.
Similar
Guarant
A
biliousness, malaria and jaundice.
el
I
'SEM
started
advance
eed
by
s
all drugthe public to thinking of this
ENTS—Dancing, howling, Billiards, Tennis,
Site hesitated for a moment. Hunting,
wonderful preparation. They are alt in minimums are general all through gists. 50c.
At all drtiggieLs, 25c .
Fishing
"Andrew," she said, "I cannot tell nsing It..
Join the procession aria
Special Ins Rates Wing teases of MI. WNW MEW
you anything. It must ERIIII0 rather down with sickness. Price 25c, 50c the heavy iron list, but the rates reTrip Inks is llama Central Retreat
main unchanged. In the lighter mateMOO.
For Pamphlet and Rates Address
horrid of me, but I cannot help ih I and
Empty 11:1Usion On 'Waters.
Sold by all druggists.
IT. LOUIS AND TENNESSIslii
rial
In
the
regular
iron
and
steel
list
want you to go away. In a day or two
EROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON
London, May 31.— A military balSPRINGS, KY.
the minimums generally were adRIVER PACKET COMPANI I will write."
locn, peered by Lieutenants Caul- 011111.1111111ONIMMIIIIMelellinle
40,000 Idle At Frisco.
vanced
36.000
to
pounds,
•
but the old field and
"If I must," he 811141 reluctantly,'"I
Leaky, of the royal engiSan Francisco, May 31.— Accord- minimum of 24,00o pounds errs
re- neers, which was sent
will go away, hut nat to worry about
FOR TENNIIIMEE RIVER.
A Correct Repot t.
up from Aldering to the figures based on an ivnes- tained for bulky light material,
have not been baptized. • Telegra
such shot camp nay 28, during
you—that is Impossible. You seem to
ph
Sir Wilfred Laurier was once on an
the retigation conducted by Harbor Com- as stacks, etc.
To this the premier replied:
be surrounded by all the mediaeval
view
in
honor
Prince
of
Fushimi
. of electioneering tour in Ontario and as
missioner Stafford, there are approxOther
Articles
Affected
,"So
.
rry to say report is correct.
terrors which confronted the emanciJapan, was picked up at sea by a fish- the
I
imately- 40,000 persons idle In San
electicns Were bitterly contested :have
Advance in classification as enumpation of princesses in our fairy, books.
no 'children,"
ing Polack this morning some distFrancis
co
as
the
erated
direct
every
result
effort was made to stir up race
of the
in the new issue other than
Only a short time ago Duncombe imance from Exmouth, county of Devon,
mentioned
and religious prejudice. One day a
will include
plored me to follow his example and existing labor troubles.
barrels, at the mouth of the
Exe, in the EngShe (gushingly)— Don't you have
cheese in jars, scrap lead, and wild
leave you and Paris alone. The deteclish channel. The fate of the two Quebec Liberal sent this telegram to !all
the fresh, green young things? He
animale
HO YOU LOVE
tive whom I brought with me has been
officers is not known, butt it is hop- Sir 'Wilfred: "Report. in ctreula;ion f.Judie:o
Your tsby? -Yon wwfoler why he cries.
uslyi--•-Ves, if they ain't hoThe reductions lnclwaes battery
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee Rivet shadowed ever since we left Parie. Buy a bottle of White's Cream Yermied they have beets picked up by a In this country that your children i man. —Ita:ti
mnre American •
Last night he left me for a few hours, fuse anal he will never cry. Most cups and cylinders, dust (rope or mussing
vessel. King Edward and
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
babies have worms, and the mothers rag), foundry facings,
A
and this morning comes a note from dont
vulcaniz
ed
and
know it. White's Cream VermiPrince Fushimi witnessed the ascent
I. W. WRIGHT,
Master the hospital. He is lying there
with fogs rids the child of worms and wood fiber, graphite, cotton lintels, of the balloon.
EUGENE ROBINSON,
Geri the back of his head beaten in—garrot- cleans out its system in a pleasant notes, pads, regins, sweepings and
way. Every mother shoujd keep a botA strong wind which was blowing
Tbis corzpany is not responsibls ers, of course, the pollee say, looking tle of this medicine in
the house. With waste, rags stone sinks, cyanide of at the time soon carried it
out of
It
fear
need
for
never
plunder.
enter her mind. soda, gun stocks (rough!), fanning
How can you ask we to
for invoice charges unless collect''.
view and It was pot again seen until
Price 25c.
be easy in my mind about you?"
mine, lrums, detached and packed in
by ti eleri o th• boat
Sold by all druggists.
sighted by coast guards the same evShe smiled reassuringly.
main frame, tobacco transplanters.
ening near Exmouth, when the bal"No harm will come to me here, I
wood
alcohol,
wooden
Many pulpits wmste so much time
legs, nail and loon wai being
carried out tc sea
can promise you," she said. "It is you
liquid;
cotton
batts, flux vomica, bobon an invisible devil that there is
who run the most risk if you only
bins, brooders. preserve jar caps, copsr- osi !JO VT
knew it. Sir George Duncombe gave neither light nor heat left for men. eras, cotton (compre
ssed bales), rope Succeed the first time
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
use Herbltue ant,
you the best advice when he tried to
mill, coloring, insulating tape, var- p.m! will get instant relief. The great
est liver regulator. A praitive cure
get you to return to England."
KENTUCKY.
Vacation Trips.
nish, vegetables, wadding, and beet for
Constipation, Dyspepsia, Malaria,
"I cannot leave Lloyd how until be
In the summer r.-sort region of water. The mininium weight on fur- Chills and all
look Binding, Bank Work, Legal
liver complaint& Mr. C,
has recovered." Andrew answeree.' Wiscons
of
Emory.
Tex., writes: "My wife has
in, Minnesota and Northern nace heating pipe (tin) was reduced been
and IAbrary Work a specialty.
using llerhine for herself and
"Tell we. Phyllis. has Duncombe found
children for five years. It is a
Michigan, The North-Western Line from 20.000 to 16,000.
you out? has lie been here?"
cure for constipation and malaria fever.
which is substantiated by what it hap
"Yes." she answered. "I sent him reaches with direct train service and
A Hard Debt To Pay.
done for my family."
EVANSYLLLE,
through
Pullman sleeping ears, a
PADVCIAR
AND away—as I am doing you."
Sold by all druggists.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that can
"Has he ever told you," Andrew series of cool summer resorts, huntFirat—Becailse it irons smoothly, not rough.
never
Ike
off,"
paid
writes G. S. Clark,
asked."why he was willing in the first ing and fishing
CAIRO LINE.
grounds, which for
MA
1ELI).
Second
—The button holes or stud boles match.
Instance to come to Paris in search of
of Westfield, Iowa, "for my rescue
(Incorporated)
variety of interest excel all others.
your'
from death, by Dr. King's New DisThird—Negligee shlrts with buttons are
M. B. Holifiela and Voris Gregory
ironed perfectly
"No." she answered. "Wasn't It be- Numerous good hotels, boarding covery. Both lungs were so
seriously went to 'Paducah to investigate the
and without injury.
Evansville and Paducah Packets cause he was your friend?"
houses and camps. Some of the best
affected that death, seemed immi- cost of paving the streets with
brick.
fishing in the world. If you are inHe shook his head.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms
nent, when I commenced taking New
Dr. McKeel rested well last night,
like new, and
"It is his affair, not mine." he said, terested in finding a place suited
to Discovery. The ominous dry, hacking and his condition is much better. It
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
with a sigh. "Ask him some day."
your particular needs, call upon any
cough quit before the first bottle was is only a matter of short time until
The marquise swept tato the nem RR
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy
ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze, used,
yourself by
and two more tbottles made a he will be able to be up again.
he passed out, an impression of white
sending
us your laundry.
Dr. B. R. Merit, of North Seventh
general
agent,
436
Walnut
street,
ermine
complet
and
cure."
e
lace; aud petfume.
Nothing has ever
(Deity Except Sunday.)
street, has been quite sick with heart
"Another of your English lovers, ma Cincinnati, Ohio.
equaled New Discovery for coughs,
Steamer, Joe Fowler and John 8
trouble for several days. Dr. Lemon,
colds and all throat and lung corn- the specialis
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans belle?" she asked.
t of St. Louis, was call"Scarcely' that," Phyllis answered.
Olaints. Guaranteed by all druggists. ed here Sunday
Hilo and way landings at 11 a. m.
and assisted in plac"lie is a very old friend, and be was
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Pot- trio
Special excursion rate now in ef rather hard
ing the doctor on the road to recovto get rid of."
ery..
feet from Paducah to Evansville an
"I think," the man-mitre said. "you
SMITHLAND.
return, it.q. Elegant music on the would get rid of all very
willingly for
Don't forget loyalty to your emthe anke of one, eh?"
Tabl unsurpassed.
At a meeting of the Republican ployer.
with the secret service are the devil!
county committee T. M. Davis was
I would as soon resign. Wiett with
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
1111ected chairman. Mr. Davis was pre5 74
I ifPfill•0 .11V them and the regular secret service
Inct chairman in the South SmithLeaves Pa6ncah for Cairo and wK7 Paris Is an impossible • city for us
nd precinct and his election created
Where we would watch we are watchlandings at 8 a. in. sharpe, daily, er
Brookport, III.
a vacancy there. Mr. C. D. Patterson
ed ourselves. The streets and cafes
We take pleasure In announcrept Sunday. Special excursion rates bristle
was elected in his Ogee. In Pan Hanwith spies! I do not wonder
Rate: $I a Day.
Everything 0 II
ing
that
we now have Denatured
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo that you find success so
dle, Mr. Cbarles Watson was precinct
On. J. A. Luton, Preplittna
difficult, innAlcohol for our trade. It Is to
chairman but being elected magisand return, with or without meal demoiselle."
be used for burning purposes
trate is disqualified. Mr. Ben Vick
"I haven't done so badly!" she proInd room. Good music and table un.
only, as nearly every one now
tested.
was elected chairman of that district.
surpassed .
knows, but for use in the arts
"No, for you hare been set easy
The Republican executive committee
For further information apply U
tasks. Can you tell me, though, where
and mechanics it is the most
for the county is as follows: T. M.
& A. Fowler General Paria..# gent, 01
METROPOLIS, ILL.
that young Englishman disappeared to
Davis, chairman: W. E. Clark, sececonomical and satisfactory fue
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, al
D. A. Roller, Prop.
when he left the Cafe Montmartre beretary: W. F. Miller, North Smithknown.
Fowler-Crutrbaugh
Cols. oasts fore your very eyes? Can you
land; C. D. Patterson, South Smith- gewest and
tell me
beat hotel In the city,
Cheaper than wood aloolvQ1, it
Both nbMass. No
whether the secret service got hold of
land; J. F. Coffer, Inks; Belt Martin, Rates
$2.00.
Two large sample
also
burns without any of Its
his story, haw much the French govTilene; W. A. GurIll, North Salem; P.
moms. Rath rooms, Electric Lights.
offensive odor. Next time try
ernment Menet*, of It, whether they
A. Clark. South Salem; Clyde Bradit In your chafing dish or alcohave communicated with the English
ley, Birdaville; W. E. Clarke, Hamp- the only centrally located Hotel la
government and how much they know?
hol beater: it will be a revelaton; J. L. King. Carreville; J. .1, be City.
Beyond theft things It is not your prdurtion to you. Be sure to phone
Chittenden, Ray Springs; Ben Vick, COMMERCIAL PATRON.IGE SO.
ince to see or mine, mademoiselle, and
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Pan Handle; P. H. Satire, leda.
LICki En.
Round trip excursion rates(
Is not for us to guess at or inquire into
Paducah druggist handles It,
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
the meaning of things. Tell me. is it
Tr GRU111111.111113
'o
Both Phones 756,
St. Louis and Memphis, which
If you staffer from Rheum:01RM or
worth while to have this man Pelham
Ballard's Snow Liniment
pains,
for
are as follows:
put out of the way for a timer
cure for Sprains, Itheumitiem, Con1he 14 pt. and bottle; ric rebate
tracted Mmielee and all pains—and
She shoe* her head.
AND
Paducah to Cincinnati and
within the reach of all. Price tee, sec
for bottle.
"I do not think so," she answered.
$1.05.C, B. Smith, Tenaha. Tex.,
and
return .... • •
$11.00
"He is quite stupid. The other, Sir
writes: "I have used linilard'a Snow
25e 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Liniment in my family for yearn and
George Tinneombe, he was different
WIT14
for
bottle.
have found it a tine remedy fne all
St. Louis
'7.50
If be had stayed in Faris he would
patois and aches. I recommend It for
35c 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
paths In the chest."
have been worth watching."
Memphis
7.50
Sold by all druggists.
for bottle.
A bell rang. The man rose.
"The chief," he said. "Be at the
CONSUMPTION
Prise
"Yes,
may truly say that I have
cafe tonight."
OUGHS anti
Mademoiselle went
SOe & $ 00
spent
all
my
life
at
the
feet
of
the
OLDS
away thoughtfully.
Free Tr. O.
()Mae Richmond Rouse.,
...,
fair rex."
"It Is over this affair," she said to
Prompt Soria on Telephone Orders.
Surest
..ad
QuiLkesi
Cure
t
for all
Telephone 66-R,
She—A regular Don Juan, eh
Kenna "Oarl knows everything."
THROAT and LUNG TROUBSeventh and Broadway.
Ho—No: I was a ladles' shoe
.
LES, or KONICY BAWL
IT0 Us Clastlaued.y,
^11
Maker.—Bon Vivant,
1111 4

A MAKER
OF HISTORY
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEINI.

FREIGHT RATES
GREAT ADVANCE I

MOTHERHOOD

Two Thousand Articles
in the Increase.

tep

IN FOUR STATES

Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable Compound

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Wome

reat Summer Discount

DRAUCHOWS

"
B UA
SC
IT
NTA
SIg

t

COLLEGES

GRAYSON SPRINGS

KY.

STEAM CLYDE

GUYUndertak
NAersNC
E & SON
and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

HENRY 11101111EN; JR.

Paducah, K.

We Use the King of AllBosom Ironers.---Why?

A ft

STAR LAUNDRY

CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Oak Dale Hotel

NEW STATE HOTEL

Early Times
A rid

Jack Beam

LEE LINE STEAMERS I

KILL"
,COUCH

CURE THE LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Discoter

G. F. PHILLIPS. Agent

S.U. WINSTEAD

FR

Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
&puled until it is eight yeartold.
Watch the stamp---it protects you.

sonsitamemommoosso

_ea

es

PACE

ME PAD['CAR EVENING SUN.

FRIDAY, MAY 31.

COMMENCEMENT

udt.VItillip Sect

1

EXERCISES AT M'CARTNEY HALL,
METROPOLIS.

Metropolis, Ill., May 31. (Special)
—Most interesting were the commencement exercisers at McCartney*
music hall last night. The program
was:
Bohemian Girl (Overture) •
Balfe
Invocation
Rev. J. M. Adams.
Apple Blossoms (Reverie)
Kathleen Roberts.
Salutatory and Essay—"The Congo"
Leda Adel McCammon.
Melody of Love (Romance)
Englemann.
Address
Duffy .Piercy.
Intermezzo from Cavalleria tRus..ticaua
Marcagni.
Vocal solo—(a)Dites Mol—Ethelbert Nevin. (b) Sing On—Luigi
Dense (c) Who Knows—W. H.
Neidlinger .. Agnes Pearl Keane.
Faust (Selection)
Gounod.
Valedictory
Fern Armstrong.
Presentation of diplomas .....
C. P. Treat, president of board.
Sextette from Lucia .... Donizetti.
Benediction
Elder T. F. Hall.
The Umpire (Selection.)

gaturdaq Xight
7:30 to 5:30
of %meg davers With
the Unknown Jpeeial to jive
added Zest to the 'event
Saturday night at 7:30 to
8:30 we are going to have
another one of those advertising special One Hour
Sales on the following items:
Now we have explained
to you our object in having
these special sales and why
we could cut prices so, for
th is one hour---we just
charge what we lose up to
advertising and you get the
benefit, provided you attend
the sale,- and we suppose
you do.
Come early this Saturday
night, for we are going to
have another UNKNOWN
SPECIAL---as good if not
better than the one last
Saturday night ($1.50 silk
or lisle gloves for 75c). If
you didn't_ get a pair you
just lost 75c on this one
item by not coming down.
Now don't lose again.

49c

10 pieces of Crepe de Chine, all colors,
our regular 75c seller;
special at

49c
39c

Another lot of Foot Stools just received;
25 placed on sale in this special,
regular 50 and 75c sellers, at
10 pieces of 36 inch grey Summer
Suiting., our regular 18c
seller; special at.

124
1

20 pieces of Dress Lawns—a most desirable selection of patterns, new and
fresh, but are going to sell special 5c
for
10 pieces Printed Stripe Madras Cloth,
just the thing for waists, dresses or
shirts, our regular 20c value,
for this hour at

10c

5 dozen Linon Shirtwaists, 5 different
patterns; our regular $1 50
value, at

98c

Unknown 6pecial

no

n'o fihone trders!
Vharges at chese 9riees

tla

Fine Music and Excellent Prograill
By Members of (lass Entertain
Their Friends.

4orteip6aving
`One Xour 6a1e

72x90 good quality bleached
seamed Sheets; special at

4.••=g11010.•

Our women friends are delighted with The American
Lady Shoes and are sending theirfriendsto try them

Straw
Days
Are Here

Well they might, too, for The American Lady is the
best shoe at the prices you can find anywhere.
It is a shoe that embodies snug fit with comfort,
durable, wearing qualities with beauty and style.

T

HIS is our first season
for spring trade, so we
are striving for a high water
mark in the matter of good
quality and low prices. Our
Straw Hat section shows that
we nave succeeded, too.
The weather man will soon
be saying "fair and warmer"
every day now and you will
want to be ready with a natty
'07 straw. Our showing of
the new and proper things in
Split, $ennett and Mackinaw
braids and Panamas, both for
men and boys, is a strong
one. The swell shapes and
square deal prices will win
your approval. Just come in
and see if they don't.

The prices are $2.50, $3.00 and $4.00
We show The American Lady in a great
variety of styles, in high or low shoes, and in
all leathers.

HOTEL AIVRIYALS.
Palmer—D. B. Waller, Louisville;
0. D. Johnson, Indianapolis; Alexander Weiss, Cincinnati; W. G. Lemon,
St, Louis; A. A. Rider, Scottsburg,
Ind.; L. H. Adams, Smithiand; S. N.
Duncan, Whiteville, Tenn.; H. BrosOrs, Milwaukee; L. Mars, New York;
Gaston Meaves, Asheville, N. C.; G.
E. Tripp, Boston; J. H. Wiley, New
York.
Belvedere—C. W. Kolthoff. Cincinnati; J. L. Washium, St. Louis;
A. J. Ransom, Buffalo; J. W. Martin,
Philadelphia; J. A. Anderson, St.
Panama. $5—no more.
Louis; W. B. Ward. Metropolis; J. C.
Yacht and Telescope
Wagnimn, Indianapolis.
New Richmond—N. W. Barrow.
Shape 15c to $5.
Paris, Tenn.; Dan Ward, Birmingham
Ala.; Ruth Hendrick, New Madrid,
WE CARRY THE UNION
'Mo.; J. Rodman, Galveston, Tex.: L.
C, Hibbs, Smithland; Presnell Clark,
STORE CARD
Fulton; T. G. Raidt, East Prairie,
Ill.; George MeCheeney, Mt. Carmel,
Ill.; W. M. Mason, Hazel; L. G.
Beauvair, St. Louis.
St.
Nicholas.— James A. Dunn,
I NCORPORATED
Birdaville, Ky.;
Otis
McLaugh312 Broadway
lin, Mt. Vernon, III.; T.
Thornton, New York; H. F'eldhaus, EvansThe oware Deal Store.
ville; M. Duffy, Memphis; M. T. Morris, Murray; Elvis Adams, Kerksev:
Will Cain, Kerksey; A. Miller, Almo;
__Going into business for yourself?
B. Johnson, Metropolis, Ili.; Max Gordon, New Orleans; J. R. Chesnut, To know how'to advertise is to quad.
Ledbetter; J. 0. Reynolds, Brown- ruple your capital,
field, Ill.; J. D. Reynolds, Brownfield,

U. G. 6ollett & Co.

BATS EAT $100,000,000 A YEAR.
Great Destruction by Rodents Shown
in Government Statement.

f

Washington, D. C.. May 31.—The
great destruction wrought by rodents
is pointed out in a statement just issued by the department of agriculture on "Methods of Destroying Rats."
It declares that "an infallible method of extermination of these rodents
would be worth more to the people
of the Lierfted States in a single decade *Chan the department of agriculture has cost since its establishment." It adds: "If for each cow.
horse, sheep and hog on te farms of
the United States the farmers support one rat on grain, the toll levied
on the Cereals by these rodents would
1
total 11100,1)4,'-r,001) a year.
"Their prolificness is the chief obstacle to their extermination
A single pair, breeding without check, in
three years would,be represented by
ten generations numbering 20,15'5,392 individuals. The eleventh generation would number over a hundred
millions."
SF:17.Es BRICKS PROM CAR LINE.
lay-or of Sterling, Ill., Unloads Cargo
While Trolley Is Held.
Sterling, Ill., May :H.—Mayor John
L. Janssen, of this city, today ordered the chief of police to hold a car
of the Sterling. Dixon and Eastern
Electric ,Railway while the mayor
himself threw two wagonloads of
brick from the car to city wagons
and carted them to the city tool
house. The company made repairs to
its line here and two wagonloads of
brick were left. The street railway
management ordered them hauled
out of town. The mayor heard of it
and ordered the car seized,
The Reporter's Wit.
Plerpont Morgan has but small patience with newspaper men, though
on occasion one of the fraternity
bowls over with ready wit. One day
a young reporter who stuttered badly called to get a statement from the
great financier if possible. "What do
you want?" growled Morgan, whose
forbidding manner so intensified the
young fellow's affliction that he could
not utter a word. Mr. Morgan began
to fume and finally he sputtered:
''What in the devil are you?" The reporter's sense of humor did not share
the clogging up of his speech and afer Much facial eontort:on he mantired to gurgle out: "1--1-1 aaaa-m
in elocutionist." Mr. Morgan saw the
hike, be grimly relaxed and when the
eporfer'a speech eonsciousness returned he got the statement.
Don't use slang in 6d4:eating omit:oilers.

Drop in when down town and let us
show you the best shoe values to be found.

Lendler&Lydon
309 Broadway.

i

STUCK IN MUD

uck 9killipz4a
119-223

MACHINIST
HEAVY
WEIGHT
AGROUND IN BARLOW LAKE,

SR OADWIltY

Party of Railroad Men Catch Fish
and Bad Colds—Pry Former
and Roast (flit the Latter.

A narrow escape from drnwniag,
one badly lacerated hand with several severe colds, is result from a
fishing expedition In which railroad
men figured yesterday. Twenty-two
employes of the shops went down to
Barlow lakes to seine fish. The water
was rather:v.1)A, but they d.ived into
$2.25 Goldin brown kid two'hole tie, the
the work with a will, and soon had
latest style.
caught many fish,
$2.28 Golden brown kid Gibson tie.
Clarence Ellithorpe, a machinist,
who is visiting there from Oklahoma,
The above just in and swell lookers.
had-hold of one end of the seine. He
and cheap at 25 per cent more
weighs 256 pounds and suddenly
money.
went into a step off over his head.
$2,00 Patent colt Gibson tie.
He sank in mud to his knees and
when his companions failed to see
$2.00 Patent tip and quartie kid Gibson.
him come to the surface, they rushed
Patent kid and strap slippers'.
$1.98
to his assistance. By pulling on the
seine, to which Ellittorpe still held,
tn Aondaq for .1peeial.
they succeeded in pulling him from
his mooring.
$1.98 Buys line of woman's gun metal
While working one end of the
oxfords, all sizes, two or three
seine, Mr, William Stacey, an Illinois
•
Central machinist, struck a snag and
styles, and cheap at $2.50 and $3.
rut his right hand, leaving on the local freight train for home before the
party had fried the fish, so severe
was the pain.
After spending the greater part of
)
al
the morning in seining, the fish
caught were turned over to Mr. Bob
Fisher, the Illinois Central moulder,
Wasteful Ignorance.
waste of food is at least largely due
The ordinary waste of food in an to the ignorance of cookery which
who is an excellent chef. The entire
catch was eaten by the party and not English middle ciao; family would be prevails among the classes from
sufficient wholly to maintain a French which Errish domestic servants are
a fish brought borne.
family of similar station; ts.ad
the' derived.—London Lancet.

sire Zjou ,Aterested
in a

1

SPECIAL NECKWEAR
VALUES 25c.

-----

The Whole Fun or It.

Ad"

We take particular pride
in the new Spring Neckwear which we offer for
25c. Every thread is
pure silk and the patterns are bright and
right up-to-the-minute.
There are four-in hands,
clubs, batswings a n d
semi midgets in polkadots, club checks and
shadow plaids. The y
look like 50c, everyone
ol them, though our
price is only

.25c
WE

Great Pacific
Specials for Saturday, June 1.

Jimmie (IntlIgnaut)—Wot yer ruunin.
away for? Can't yer let a feller have •
accident once In a while?

CARRY THE UNION
STORE CARD

U. 6. Gullett & Co.
(liararprorated.)

—Do you know any locomotive enWho imagine that on Pt?MC
days they can run their engines without steam or motive power? %nil do
you know any merchants who imagine that on Rome daps they can nos
their hasinese VEltillnelt any newmpawr
adyeettaing?
gineers

312 Broadway.

We Save You Money
Every Purchase.

on

It takes a good (feel of fortittide
to follow the dictates of a clean conscience.

7 Ms Best Sugar
40c
And one whole check.
Palmer House Flour per
sack ....... ...
75c
And three whole checks.
No, 1 Extra Fine Rice Th
10e
And one whole check,
15 %it Ice Cream Salt
12c
4 lb Navy Beans
15e
And one whole check.
3 Ms Red Kidney Beans 26c
And two whole checks.
3 lb. Butter Beane
26c
And two whole checks.
3 Ths P. H. Blend M. At. J.
Coffee for ..... .. . . $1,00
And six whole cheeks.
2 lb* Great Pactile Pride
Coffee for
60c
And three whole checks.
3 1-2 tbs Rio Coffee
50e
And two whole checks.
15 whole check* with every
pound of tea.
1.5c can Peaches, 2 for. .25c
And two whole checks.

10c Corn, 2 cans
15c
And one whole check.
10c Corn, per dozen
75c
And three whole checks.
10c Peas, 3 cans
25c
And two whole check,.
15c Peas. 2 cans
25c
And two whole checks.
Fancy ,Evaporated Peg -bee, 2
Ms for
35c
And two whole cheeks.
3 lbs Fancy Prunes
40e
And three whole checks.
3 lbs 10c Prunes
25'
And two whole checks.
tr ?Ds White Rice
25c
And two whole checks.
2 packager Ice Cream Pow
der
25c
And two whole checks.
15 Ms Ice Cream Salt .. 12c
And one whole check.
10 Ms Chick or Scratch
Food
25r,
And two whole checks.
3 packages Koch Kinks. .25c
And three whole checks.
I

1.
. Remember we are the only house In the Paducah that deter dle• ,
continue* gtvlog premium checks. 'Every check la valued at 2e each.
—

GREAT PACIIIC TEA 4 COFFEE CO.
The Broadway

It Is mitre* to be (4oneeited—hnt
WO nnt 11,a'

Old Phsna 1179

Store.

206 Broadway

New Phone 1176

0

